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It Pays to Graze Correctly
&ments to carry his livestock through
ihe winter. Now his herd winters on grass
tnd the home grown concentrates go to
‘atten home-raised calves which are sold

A

ts killers.
Blaschke’s

8

SOUTHWESTERN
cattle ranches
go, the spread operated by Arthur

Blaschke in the liveoak savannahs of the
Texas Hill Country northwest of San Antonio is a. small one.
But Blaschke has a word of advice for
all ranchmen, large or small.
“A lot, of ranrhers still believe that the
only operators who can afford to have
plenty of grass all the time are the ones
who have big spreads and stacks of money
in the bank. They seem to think a small
ranrhman can’t afford a conservation
grazing program because he has to graze
heavily to make a living.”
Then Blaschke makes his point:

“It

goes for the little operator as wll as the
big one; more net profit can be made from
conservation grazing than from a method
of grazing where the best forage plants
are continually nubbed to the ground. I
have tried it both ways-and
I can’t
afford to be short of good grass.”
Sinw he started his soil and water conservation program in 1946, Blaschke’s
grasslands have improved from poor and
fair range condition to good and excellent rondition. He used to feed his homeraised corn and oats as maintenance sup-

interest

in grass improve-

nent started when Dudley Mann, Soil
Conservation Service District Conserva;ionist, gave him some grass weepings
‘ram the Service’s San Antonio Sursery.
4 Spanish oak thicket was cleared with a
Iand axe and the cleared a acre was
‘aced sheep-tight. The grass sweepings
were scattered in the clearing. Only a
1ittle native grass was left. From the grass
weepings, plants of Rhodesgrass, King
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Ranch bluestem, and slender grama grew
the first year. Rhodesgrass died the next
winter but King Ranch bluestem and
slender grama continued to thrive. Xative
little and big bluestem, Indiangrass, and
sideoats grama sprang up from tiny
plants already there. The exclosure became a grass jungle and Blaschke saw
that his rocky limestone range would produce far more native grass and King
Ranch bluestem than he had believed
possible.
When Blaschke decided to boost his
grass crop he saw that the good native
grasses on his range were few and far between. He said that the ground was so
hard that a pony couldn’t make a track
plain enough to see.
Blaschke’s grassland was already crossfenced so that it was easy to work out a
program of rests for part of the grass
during the growing season each year. As
a result of more lenient use and occasional
rests, the bluestems, Indiangrass, and
sideoats grama began spreading into openings from the protective live oak mottes,
where they had survived during the heavy
grazing period. Several palatable native
legumes and other good forbs thickened
up too and now Blaschke has a good
stand of productive
animal-fattening
plants. The heavy litter has accumulated
for several years, and the soil is mellow
and rain water soaks in easily.
“I used to run a few cows, a few sheep
and a few goats when my range wa,s in
poor condition,” he said. “Cattle and
goats are a good combination for my kind
of country. Cattle do well on the bluestems and Indiangrass; the goats work
the live oak sprouts-as well as’the grass.
So I sold what few sheep I had in order
. to keep my grazing load in line with the
grass yield. Now I get more pounds of
animal products, from my ranch with

fewer animals than when I had more livestock than grass.”
Blaschke has no income except from
ranching and he makes a good living. He
has a modern well-kept home and his farm
buildings are serviceable and substantial.
His fences are good. He and his family live
comfortably. He is out of debt.
Also he is a good neighbor. When the
Kendall County Soil Conservation District was organized in 1946, he was one
of the five landowners elected as supervisors of this very active soil conservation
district. He was named secretary of this
district.
The last two years have been dry in
the Hill Country. On the droughtier sites
some of the live oak and post oak have
died. But on Blaschke’s ranch the bluestems and Indiangrass flowered out and
made a little seed. The grasses did not
grow high enough to hide the goats this
year, but they reach above the knees of
Arthur’s white-face cows. His livestock
will make it through the winter on grass
as usual.
Arthur knows the plants on his ranch
that his animals like to eat. Also he can
recognize them any time of the year.
Blaschke takes great pride in what he
knows about range plants. He knows that
his animals can “have their grass and eat
it” provided enough of the grass is left
to protect the soil, and keep it thrifty and
productive.
Anyone can use Blaschke’s system. It
costs little and the reward is great. It’s as
simple as this: Know grasses well enough
to manage them right so they will yield
more and livestock will do better. The
soil then will be preserved and management costs will go down. The result is
greater family and national security.B. W. Allred, Chief, Regional Range Division, U. S. Soil Conservation Service, Fort
Worth, Texas.
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of Fertilizers
to Aid Conservation
on Annual Forage Range
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T

HE annual forage range of the foothills of California varies widely in yield
and plant composition from year to year
and with intensity of use for grazing (Talbot and Biswell, 1942; Bentley and Talbot, 1948). It has a short season of use
during late winter and early spring. The
forage has nutritional deficiencies in late
spring and summer after it is dry (Hart
et al., 1932; Gordon and Sampson, 1939).
Runoff and erosion occur when this range
is in fair or poor condition (Grover, 1945;
Rogers, 1945). The amount of residue left
after grazing influences runoff and erosion,
yield of forage, and date of range readiness .
The application of fertilizers is one
method for improving vegetal cover for
soil and moisture conservation, increasing
the yield and quality of forage, and facilitating grazing management.
A study of the effect of direct application of fertilizers on annual forage range
was begun in 1944 at Sunol, California.
It is in the 16-inch rainfall belt and had
been used for grazing since the eaxrly
1920’s. Previous to this use the land had
produced grain under the alternate cropfallow system for at least 20 years. The
soil was rated grade 4 (35 percent),
according to Weir and Storie (1936), and
has been tentatively mapped as Positas
gravelly clay loam. A recent conservation
survey placed it in land-capability classes
III and IV. Erosion has been moderately
severe, 25 to 75 percent of the surface
soil having been lost. At variable depths,
from 6 to 24 inches, a stiff red clay subsoil 2 to 8 inches thick is encountered,
55

and

although in some small areas this clay
horizon is lacking. Gravel and small stones
occur throughout the profile of this mature, marine terrace soil.
Annual applications
of ammonium
phosphate-sulfate were made for 5 successive years. A preliminary report was
made by Dickey, Hoglund, and Madson
(1948). It described the methods used for
measuring the effect of the fertilizer on
forage and residue (stubble plus litter)
production.
A small area of this range in landcapability class IV was given factorial
applications of nitrogen and phosphorus,
separately and in combination, in each of
4 successive years. The plots were not
replicated and a new area was used each
year. Lime, gypsum, and barnyard manure were applied to another unreplicated
series in each of 3 successive years. In
each of these trials the forage above a
3-inch stubble was harvested, dried, and
weighed, but no measurement of the residue was taken.
This work was conducted by the Nursery Division, Soil Conservation Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Pleasanton, California, in cooperation with the
University of California Agricultural Experiment Station, Davis, California.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Application

of

Ammonium
fiulfate

Phosphate-

The data in Table 1 show that the annual application of 200 pounds of ammonium phosphate-sulfate
(16-20-O) fertilizer increased the production of forage
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from an average of 1,284 pounds to 4,166
pounds per acre. The difference was 2,882
pounds of air-dry matter and was highly
significant. It represents 3.60 animal-unitmonths of grazing because it is generally
accepted that 800 pounds represents one
animal-unit-month
of feed at the stage
when this forage was harvested.
TABLE

1

E.#cct of annual applications of fertilizers on the
production of feed and residue by annual
grass range’
TREATMENT

SEASON

HAY

Pounds

Fertilized
Unfertilized

194 l-4.5

Difference
1945-46
-

1946-47

23,850
1,260
--

Fertilized
Unfertilized

3,661
1,259

3,220
2,900

Difference

2,402**

Fertilized
Unfertilized

5,485
2,150

Fertilized
Unfertilized
--____

Fertilized
Unfertilized
Difference
~-__

Average

2,195
2,241
-.-46

Difference
1948-49

for acre

32,590**

-~

Difference
1947-48

RESIDUE

3,335**

~-

3,964
861
3,103**

3,852
890
--___
2,962**

Fertilized
Unfertilized

4,166
1,284

LIifference

2,882**

320
3,128
2,992
-_136
3,144
3,528
--384
3,760
3,512
245
3,089
3,035
54

I The fertilizer (16-20-O) was applied at the
rate of 200 Ibs. per acre.
2 Each value is the average of four replications and represents
Ibs. of air-dry matter.
3 Significant at the 1% level. (**)

The increase in production from the use
of fertilizer was obtained in each of the
5 years of trial. There was no season x

ET AL.

treatment interaction. This indicates the
degree to which nutrients in the soil were
limiting the production of forage. Fertility limited forage production more than
rainfall, or at least total rainfall did not
vary enough among years to offset the
beneficial effects of the fertilizers.
The level of forage production varied
significantly by crop year. An exceptionally high yield was obtained in 194647. A study of climatic data showed that
+2.74 inches of rain above the 33-year
average was received in November and
temperatures were slightly above average
in December. However, these differences
were not sufficiently great to account entirely for the increased yield. This agrees
with the observations of Talbot and Biswell (1942). Total forage yield on untreated plots was low in 1947-48 and in
1948-49. In these years the untreated
plots were high in percentage of broadleaf
filaree (B-odium botrys), and low in percentage of grass.
The repeated use of fertilizer reduced
the fluctuation in production of forage
among years and among plots within
years. The limitations of the data due to
the design of the trial are recognized, but
the values for C, coefficient of variation,
among years were 18 percent and 33 percent respectively, for fertilized and untreated plots. The values for C for fertilized and untreated plots for the duration
of the trial were 26 percent and 49 percent, respectively. For these reasons the
use of fertilizer supplying nitrogen and
phosphorus made for more uniform production of feed from year to year and
from one part of the field to another.
Both of these improvements in production
facilitate grazing management and are in
addition to substantial increases in yield
of forage.
The use of 16-20-o fertilizer on the
annual-forage range has an important influence on the date of grazing readiness.
Estimates of grazing readiness were made

APPLICATION

OF FERTILIZERS

in each of the last 4 years of the trial.
Wild oats (Arena futua), and Soft chess
(Bromus mollis), were used as indicator
plants and heights were 4 to 5 inches and
2 to 4 inches, respectively. The average
date of grazing readiness on the untreated
plots was March 15, and the green feed
period averaged approximately 6 weeks.
The average date of readiness on the fertilized plots was February 1, and the
length of the green feed period was
slightly more than 12 weeks. The greatest
difference in grazing readiness was obtained in the 1947-48 season when effective rains were obtained early in the fall.
In this season, forage on the fertilized
plots reached readiness 71 days sooner
than that on the untreated plots.
The application of fertilizer had no influence on the amount of residue. The
averages for residue on the fertilized and
on the untreated plots as shown in Table
1 were 3,089 and 3,035 pounds of dry matter per acre. The difference was not sigincluded
both
nificant. The
residue
stubble and litter; no separsitions were
made. The amount of residue increased
significantly from the first year to the
second, but thereafter there were no significant, changes. The increase from the
first to the second year doubtless represents an accumulation of litter. Although
all of the hay was removed from the
plots each year, no attempt was made to
remove the litter. The amount of litter,
approximately 1.5 tons per acre, provided
adequate protection against runoff and
erosion even when abnormally heavy rains
occurred.
Application

of Nitrogen

and Phosphorus

The data in Table 2 give an indication
of the relative influence of nitrogen and
phosphorus on production of forage as
measured by the yield of hay. The data
have many limitations because the plots
were small for this kind of land, there were
no replications within years, and the de-
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sign of the trials imposed restrictions on
interpretation. Even so, there were some
consistent trends.
Production of forage was increased with
each additional amount of nitrogen added.
This occurred in each of the 4 years,
except with one treatment in one year.
In the 1946-47 season less forage was produced with 84 pounds than with 61
pounds of nitrogen. The difference may
not have been significant. If it was, it
would indicate the possibility of a season
x treatment (nitrogen) interaction that
may have been caused by the hot and dry
climatic conditions during the last 40 days
of the growing season in that year.
No significant increases in average production were obtained by adding increment’s of P205. A slightly higher average
yield of hay was obtained from plots receiving P205 as compared with those receiving none. The difference was approximately 400 pounds, which was not significant by the “t” test but was indicative
of some influence from the addition of
P205. There was a pronounced season x
treatment
(phosphorus) interaction.
In
the 1947-48 and 1948-49 seasons, additions of increments of P205 caused progressive increases in yield of forage. The
only possible reason is t,hat the percentage
of broadleaf filaree was higher in these
seasons than in the other two. Filaree
may be a heavier feeder on phosphorus
than are the grasses. This seems to be
indicated in comparative chemical analysis made on range plants (Gordon and
Sampson, 1939). There was no evidence
whatever that any of the fertilizer treatments had any effect on the percentage of
bur clover (Medicago hispida), the principal legume of this range, in any of the
four seasons.
From the results of this trial it was
evident that this annual-forage range will,.
in general, respond to additions of nitrogen. In this trial the upper limit of a direct
response was not exceeded with 84 pounds
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of nitrogen except in the 1946-47 season.
Response to PzO, was indicated, but increases in yield were not sufficiently great
to be regarded as significant. Further, the
addition of more than 65 pounds of Pz05
did not influence yields except in 1946-47

of upplying

diflerent

2

rates of nitrogen and phosphorus,
alone and in combinations,
production of feed by annual grass range*
PzOK, LBS.

NITROGEN

AL.

duction of forage was concerned. The
average increment of increase in production of forage per pound of nitrogen added
was approximately 39 pounds. The average increment per pound of P205 would
be misleading because there were no sig-

TABLE
&fect

ET

on the

PER ACRE

LBS./A

AVERAGE
0

65

2028
2660
725
986

2988
2998
748
578

1601

1903

129
Yield,

0

-

1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49

-

Average

pounds

--

172
per acre

2568
3027
811
1233

1758
3224
554
1329

2336
2977
792
1106

1799

1803

4346
4471
1723
2482

4231
4500
1471
2236
-____

3256

3110

7344
5060
2078
3-193

5960
5827
2303
2950

1910

194.5-46
1946-47
1947-48
1945-49
~--__--

32

3778
-1210
1287
1751
__~_____

4128
4865
1350
2171

2757

Average

---

3129

4Gf2
4455
1524
2540

-. -----

3295

-.
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1945-46
1946-47
1947-128
1948-49
____---

6575
1568
223(!
-____

Average

3837

---~_

5624
5955
2546
2888

-___

4253

5898
5718
3019
3309

--

4486

4268

5844
4933
3270
3459

6134
4933
4329
4410

6319
5203
3367
4009

4477

4952
-____-

4725
-_____.-

3543

3625

-.
84

-

Average
------Average.

. ... ..

* Nitrogen
phosphat(e.

6458
5690
2680
3140

1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49

was applied

-

’

6808
5256
3189
4625

4500
~-~~--

4970

3174

3564

in the form of ammonium

when there was a slight reduction. There
was no evidence of a nitrogen x phosphorus interaction that was not masked
by seasonal influences. It was quite clear
that the response to nitrogen was greater
than the response to PzOs insofar as pro-

-----

sulphate

-~-

4494

and phosphorus

as single super-

nificant differences and addition of more
than 65 pounds gave no consistent increases in production. Assuming a slight
increase due to adding 65 pounds of P206,
the increment would average about 6
pounds. These results when combined with

APPLICATION

OF

observations indicating no increase in
legumes on the treated plots would make
t,he use of phosphates questionable insofar
as value of forage is concerned.

per acre increased with additions of fertilizer the percentage of protein, calcium,
and phosphorus in the feed decreased
slightly. There were no apparent signifi-

TABLE

Eflect of nitrogen and phosphorus
PLANT NUTRIENT

Kind

None.

. ... . .

3

on the amount of protein, calcium
the forage of annual grass range*
YIELDS OF NUTRIENTS

YIELD OF
FORAGE
PER ACRE

Lbs.
/Acre
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FERTILIZERS

-

I

Pounds

I

CALCIUM

Percent

Pounds

Percent

2028

6.60

134

.416

contained

Pounds

CA:P

RATIO

PHOSPHORUS

Percent

Pounds

8.44

.214

4.34

1.94:1

N .............
P205. .........

84
65

6808

5.50

374

.360

24.51

.182

12.39

1.98:l

N .............
P%O5. .........

84
129

5844

5.44

318

.308

18.00

.214

12.06

1.49:1

6134

5.37

329

.312

‘19.14

,193

11.84

1.64:1

N .............

in

PER ACRE

PROTEIN

and phosphorus

84

PtOs..........172
* Grass harvested

-

-

-

at hay stage.

The addition of fertilizer to land that
produces feed for livestock may cause
differences in the quality of the feed apart
from the differences in the amounts that
are produced. Combinations of quantitative and qualitative differences are important to the grazier. Table 3 gives the
results from a preliminary test to determine trends in quality of feed as influenced by additions of nitrogen and phosphorus. The chemical determinations were
made by Nelson’s Laboratories, Stockton,
California. The hay from the 1945-46
s eason was used. This season was regarded
as average for climatic conditions, and
the major part of the forage was grass.
With due regard for the many limitations of the data, it is quite certain that
nitrogen increased production of feed and
of protein per acre. There was an increase
in production of phosphorus per acre, but
no differences were attributable
to increases in the amount of phosphorus fert,ilizer added. As the production of forage

cant differences among the percentages of
any of these constituents as a result of
different levels of phosphorus applied. The
calcium-phosphorus
ratio was slightly
narrower in the feed from treated plots,
but the average 1.70: 1 was still good. The
increase in production of protein, calcium,
and phosphorus was due largely to increases in yield of forage per acre because
there was no evidence of a change in the
botanical composition due to treatment
except an increase in the amount of harvestable grass. This may account for the
slight decrease in the percentage
of
protein and phosphorus in the hay from
fertilized plots. The hay from unfertilized
plots contained a higher percentage of
filaree which Gordon and Sampson, (1939)
have shown to contain more protein and
phosphorus than grass. These differences
are based only on observations and should
be verified. Also, harvesting forage as hay
above a S-inch stubble does not represent
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the feed that would be taken by a grazing
animal, especially with respect to quality.
Applications

of Gypsum,
hfanure

Lime, and

Table 4 presents results from applications of gypsum, lime, and manure on the
production of feed. The trials were made
in each of 3 years, but there were no
replications within years. The only differences in production between treated and
untreated plots that were significant beyond doubt were obtained by applying
manure. The manured plots also contained more bur clover than any of the
others. Differences in yields obtained by
adding lime and gypsum are of doubtful
significance, and there were no observed
differences between the botanical composition of these plots and the check. Increased forage yields accompanied by
increases in the percentages of legumes
have been obtained in some par& of California by the addition of sulphur (Conrad,
1950).
TABLE

4

’

Injkence
of lime, gypsum, and manure on the
production
of Seed by annual grass ronge
RATE PER ACRE AND
TREATMENT

194647

FEED

PER

_I

1947-48

ACRE

1948-49

Average

Pounds

Kane.
Gypsum, 2 Tons.
Ilime, 1 Ton..
Manure, 10 Tons.
Manure, 20 Tons..
Average.

.

.

/

2660
3021
3163
3368
4121

723
597
801
1373
2315

986
1106
1500
3701
4882

3267

1162

) 2135 i

1156
1575
1821
2814
3773

There was a slight indication that seasonal influences may have affected the
results, but they were not sufficiently consistent to allow conclusions. The level of
production was highest in 1946-47 which
was a good year for the grasses. In this
year there may have been a slight increase

from the use of lime. However, the 194%
49 season was unfavorable to grass and
favorable to the growth of filaree. Manure
gave significant increases in production
and was the only fertilizer that increased
the amount of bur clover in the hay.
Even so, the percentage of bur clover was
less than 10 percent and may have been
caused by seed brought in with the manure.
SUMMARY
Fertilizer trials on annual-forage range
have been made on Positas gravelly clay
loam soil at Sunol, California since 1944.
Five years’ results from repeated annual applications of 200 pounds per acre
of ammonium phosphate-sulfate (16-20-o)
show that this fertilizer:
1. Increased forage production by an
average of 2,882 pounds, which is
equivalent
to 3.60
animal-unitmonths per acre.
2. Reduced fluctuation in production
from year to year.
3. Advanced the date of grazing readiness by 6 weeks.
4. Doubled the length of the green feed
period.
5. Had no effect on the production of
residue.
Four years’ results from the application
of three rates of nitrogen and three rates
of PZOb, applied separately and in combination to a new set of plots each year,
show that:
The production of forage was increased with each increase in amount
of nitrogen added.
Forage production limits were not
reached by the application of 84
pounds per acre of nitrogen.
Forage production was not significantly increased by applications of
Pz05 in amounts up to 172 pounds
per acre.

.

APPLICATlON

.
4. Neither fertilizer had any important
effect on botanical composition.
5. Nitrogen increased both t,he quantity of forage and the amount of
protein per acre.
6. The calcium : phosphorus ratio of fertilized forage averaged 1.70: 1, while
the ratio on untreated plots was
1.94: 1.
Three years’ results from applications
of gypsum, lime, and barnyard manure
show:
1. Neither lime nor gypsum had any
significant effect on yield or plant
composition.
2. Barnyard manure significantly increased forage yields.
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range lands in the West is in federal ownership and the intricate nature of land
tenure and multiple use tends to conceal
the true position of range lands in production
economics.
Lands anywhere,
whether they be cropped by men or
animals, are not free of multiple use
implications. It would seem that most, if
not all, lands may have several possible
alternative uses. Comparative advantage
in any period of time determines the uses
of, and combinations of, private land.
Range lands do not belong in any special
category that requires a new set of land
economic principles.
Private land, including range land, is
owned and operated as part of the firm.
The owner or operator attempts to maximize his income. His costs and returns are
subject to the law of variable proportions.
Public range lands are subject to the
same economic laws. The differences in
costs and returns between private and
public lands exist in the allocation of
some of the intangible or unmeasurable
benefits. Society may receive some of the
returns from public range lands in the
form of social benefits. In addition, society may have a different time preference
for land-investments
returns than does
the individual rancher. This may be the
case in conservation requirements and
practices. Although some of these social
returns are real and tangible, they are
not readily isolated by usual (or understandable) economic analysis.

ANGE management in its broadest
aspects is the management of nontillable lands for multiple use purposes
including soil and water conservation, recreation, and sustained forage production.
This definition then becomes a definition
of resource management. In a more restricted sense, range management can be
defined as management of range lands for
maximum sustained forage production.
Economics, when applied to the broad
field of conservation and multiple use, is
generally termed conservation or resource
economics.
This branch
of economic
thought is perhaps too extensive and theoretical for purposes of this paper. Therefore, the following discussion will concern
itself only with certain economic aspects
of producing forage for grazing animals.
RANGE ECONOMICS
The field of range economics is inexactly
described because of multiple use implications of range lands. In this discussion,
range economics will be comparable to
production economics as applied to forage
and livestock. If one of the purposes of
range management is to produce forage
for domestic livestock, then from the
viewpoint of production economics, range
economics can be closely allied with ranch
management. In this manner the theory
of the firm is used to analyze the economic
aspects of range forage production.
In cropping regions we do not place
any emphasis on “agronomy economics”.
Agronomical practices, just one of the
many groups of inputs in farm (ranch)
management, have soil conservation implication as do rmge practices. We speak
of range economics because much of our

RANCH ECONOMICS
If our main interest is the production
economic aspects of range management
rather than the theoretical principles of
62
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soil and resource conservation economics,
what then are some of these economic
aspects? The economics of range management lead directly to the factors of inputoutput in production economics and ranch
management. However, soil conservation
requirements cannot be denied. They can
be considered as part of the ranch inputoutput in the same manner as “range
management” is a production factor of
ranch management.
The immediate measurable returns
from range lands come not from forage
production but from grazing animals;
from domestic livestock tangible returns,
from wild life less tangible returns.
There are some range watersheds in the
West where grazing by domestic animals
has been excluded. These lands have
watershed values so high that multiple
use does not maximize income of society.
Protection of agricultural lands from
floods and delivery of irrigation water to
high value lands becomes an exclusive use
of those range lands. In this case, graziers
using this type of range have conflicting
interests with a larger segment of society
and if exploitation maximizes their income
they can transfer some of their costs to
society. Society can obtain the exclusive
use of this land by, (1) immediate condemnation proceedings where the majority dictates to the individual for the benefit of the majority or, (2) when marginal
returns from grazing do not equal marginal returns from an alternative competing use; in this case, water and soil
conservation. Where destructive floods
are present society usually will act more
quickly than economic forces to protect
itself. Therefore, to study the direct economic aspects of range management, ‘we
must first study the firm. The ranch is
the firm using range forage resources as
input-output factors.
Economics of ranch management might
logically be separated into three main
categories. These are: economics of range
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forage production, economics of livestock
production, and financial management.
It would be incorrect to maintain t’hat
these three categories are wholly separate
entities. Interacting factors affect all.
However, it is desirable in this discussion
to draw some line of demarcation. Under
economics of range forage production, of
which this paper is principally concerned,
a partial listing would include:
1. Range improvements
to include
stock water developments, fencing,
rodent control, reseeding, and brush
control.
2. Systems of grazing to include deferred and rotational grazing.
3. Adaptations to weather variability4. Adaptations to land tenure relationships.
Livestock production is concerned with
types of stock, breeding practices, supplemental feeding, and perhaps many
others. Financial management includes
factors of investment allocation, indebtedness, selling practices, taxes, land
values, and comparative costs.
ECONOMIC

ASPECTS

PRODUCTION
Economic
from
cerned

range
with

tion (use)

aspects
and

OF FORAGE

AND USE
of producing

pasture

obtaining

of forage

lands

optimum

forage
are

con-

produc-

at the minimum

cost.

In addition, it is inferred that long time
soil conservation requirements are satisfied. Emphasis is placed on long time soil
requirements, because from an economic
viewpoint it is unlikely that the grazier
can always stock to proper capacity or
desirable utilization each year. Extreme
variation in weather, among other factors,
precludes this.
Costs and returns or the benefit-cost
ratio are factors that each ranch must calculate in producing and harvesting forage
from range lands. This is also true for public range lands, although perhaps to a lesser
extent because of the intangible returns.
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A pessimistic note on benefit-cost analysis
as applied to public lands is sounded by
Kelso (1948). He writes:
‘L. . . economic analysis and criteria
(will have only) a minor role in guiding
public investments on public lands. (All
that economists) can accomplish in this
regard will be some slight aid in guiding
public investment policy . . .”
Kelso continues by indicating that political considerations will outweigh the
economic in making final decisions. This
would seem to be a defeatist policy from
the economic viewpoint. Others maintain
that public land policy should be amenable to economic analysis, although perhaps the criteria for calculating costs and
returns may differ from those of private
lands. In addition, it may be emphasized
that considerable of our public range lands
do not differ greatly from the adjoining
private lands and as such should not differ
as to potential or future value.
The levels of production of forage, and
investment in range lands to increase
forage production, depend on the net
product of any factor of input. The net
product is reflected in the net income to
the firm. For private lands, and public
lands used in association with private
lands, the gain or loss from inputs can
best be determined by analyzing the complete ranch organization. For example,
the value of forage produced on one seasonal range should be considered in its
association with adjacent or complementary range having differing seasons of use.
Budget analysis of the ranch offers a
convenient tool for a determination of the
costs and benefits of range management
practices. Given sufficient data one practice (input) can be varied while holding
all other ranch inputs constant. In this
manner the net effect on ranch income
of certain range management practices
can be determined.

RANGE

IMPROVEMENTS

It is difficult to conceive of a situation
wherein range improvement practices will
not result in increased net productivity of
the range. At least increased productivity
of forage or livestock is perhaps the principle aim of range improvements. However, the increase in productivity as measured in gross returns to the individual
firm or to society is not the prime factor in
deciding if range improvement expenditures are economically feasible. The factor is, does the improvement create a net
increase in returns over the short term or
a net increase in capital investment capable of paying an adequate return over
the long term?
For private lands there can be no alternative to measurable net returns. If the
ranch as organized cannot obtain an adequate net return on capital investment,
then the investment becomes economically unsound. For public lands the same
situation exists, except that government
may have a different time preference or
can charge off a portion of the costs to
intangible or tangible social benefits. In
addition the cost is spread over a broad
base of society and if disinvestment occurs
the net effect is small.
Reseeding of range lands is an excellent
example of the economic implications of
range improvements. It is known that
under certain soil, site, and moisture conditions, reseeding can be accomplished
with various degrees of success. At present
in most reseeding projects some of the
costs and some of the returns are obtained. However, complete input-output
data on range reseeding is lacking. In
addition, net returns to the firm are an
unknown or an indefinitely known quantity.
Capital investment on private lands
must secure an adequate return or the
capital will seek alternative opportunity.

ECONOMICS OF RANGE

Investment in reseeding on public lands
includes an inherent charge to soil and
water conservat)ion. On the basis of net
production of forage it is probable that
considerable of the reseeding on public
lands would exhibit a low benefit-cost
ratio. Range reseeding has not progressed
far on many acres of private lands
adapted to this treatment because the
rancher may not be convinced that it is
the best investment opportunity for his
capital.
The above is not an indictment of range
reseeding, past, present or future-far
from it. Reseeding seems to be the most
promising activity for increasing production on range lands. However, it behooves
the range manager and agricultural economist to develop a set of criteria whereby
the rancher can determine the economic
feasibility of reseeding. Successful reseeding performances on public lands in which
returns to total ranch organization are not
evaluated do not answer the benefit-cost
problems on private lands.
Similar situations exist for many other
range improvements practices. Each practice or combination of practices must
result in increased net returns to the firm.
If not, capital investment will not flow in
that direction. The difference between investment in reseeding and in other types
of improvements is one of certainty or
risk. The high risk factor is an unknown
item of cost in much range reseeding. The
risk (failure) factor is such as to deter the
actuarial calculation of the weather variant in benefit-cost ratios.
ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF FLUCTUATING
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The grazing economy of the range area
depends in large part on range forage and
the over-all level of range forage production is determined primarily by annual
precipitation.
Many factors are correlated with plant
growth, but annual precipitation and its
seasonal distribution seems to be the dominating factor over large areas of the West.
In an analysis of range condition and
annual precipit,at,ion, Clawson (1948)
states :
“There are comparatively few range
areas which will not produce more forage
in a year of relatively high annual precipitation than in a year of relatively low
annual precipitation.
An unfavorable
seasonal distribution of precipitation may
render a relatively high annual total precipitation less effective. . . but (mainly) it
is total annual precipitation which dominates total forage production on any given
site.”
Lantow and Flory (1940) arrive at essentially the same conclusion.
The average rancher is concerned each
year with the level of production to be
accomplished the following year. In his
deliberations he is guided by two important factors both beyond his individual
capacity to control. Price is one determinant in when he will sell, and whether he
will maintain, increase, or decrease his
livestock inventory. Another factor is his
range forage supply. These two factors
contain much of the economic forces that
determine the income from a ranch.
A study by Hochmuth and Goodsell
(1948) indicates that cattle ranch income
fluctuated tremendously over the 193050 period. Net ranch income fluctuated
from a low of 20 dollars in 1934 to a high
of almost 11,000 dollars in 1948 (Table
1). The index of net ranch income (193741 = 100) for comparable years was 1 percent and 382 percent respectively. The
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fluctuation in income over the 1930-50
period resulted from the action of economic and physical forces on ranch
organization and operations. The low in
1934 was due to a combination of low
prices and drouth. This situation spells
disaster in the range area.

in unit dollars from a ranch. The influence
of price on income can be reduced to a
large extent by using average weighted
prices of a base year or years. It is to be
expected that all price influence can not
be eliminated because price affects inventory numbers and selling practices.

TABLE
Index

numbers

-

I

1

of income, production, precipitation,
und range feed condition
Family-size cattle ranches, Intermountain region, 1930-501

(193?‘-41 = 100).

-

TOTAL RANCH
PRODUCTION2

NET RANCH INCOME

RANGE FEED
CONDITION

PRECIPITATION

YEAR

Annual’

1hdex X93741 = 100

dollars

percent

Annual

units

ndex 193741 = 100

Annual

@ercent

inches

1930
31
32
33
34

2,889
1,506
1,229
976
20

102
53
43
34
1

3,639
3,240
3,508
3,286
2,135

107
94
103
97
63

1935
36
37
38
39

1,665
1,963
2,369
2,303
2,139

59
69
83
81
75

2,740
3,206
3,087
3,288
2,959

81
94
91
97
87

1940
41
42
43
44

2,775
4,627
5,237
5,417
4,910

98
163
184
191
173

3,436
4,236
4,034
3,979
3,774

1945
46
47
48
49

5,882
6,722
9,191
10,842
7,799

207
237
324
382
275

1950

8,835

311

ndex 193741 = 100
percent

Annual
percent

.ndex 193741 = 100
percent

87
78
89
85
75

84
78
70

106
93
99
92
83

13.4
16.0
18.6
17.9
12.6

76
91
105
101
71

78
83
83
89
79

92
98
98
105
93

101
125
119
117
111

18.3
21.0
17.6
15.2
15.3

104
119
100
86
87

83
91
86
84
83

98
107
101
99
98

3 965
3:856
3,834
4,010
3,551

117
113
113
118
104

19.6
17.5
16.5
15.6
15.0

111
99
93
88
85

85
83
85
81
78

100
98
100
96
92

3,332

98

15.2

86

79

93

’

15.4
13.8
15.8’
15.0
13.3

90
79

l Set income plus perquisites and inventory change.
2 The total quantity of ranch products produced during year. To eliminate the influence of
price all items of income and expense were weighted by base prices. The base prices were weighted
by the qua,ntities of each item purchased or sold in the base years. The formulas used are:
for income,

Zq’PO
ZqlPl
and for price ___
zqopo ’
QPO
and po and go are weighted average

Xq’p’
zq~po; for quantity

pl and ql are current prices and quantities
-ties respectively
in the base years.

It is possible to calculate with some
accuracy the influence of precipitation
and forage production on total production

T___.

prices and quanti-

When the year to year price changes on
input-outputs
is eliminated
by using
weighted base prices, the influence of
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other factors on ranch income becomes
apparent. The index (193741=
100) of
total ranch production shows much similarity to the index of precipitation (Fig.
1). The inference to be drawn is that
precipitation has a direct effect on forage
production and hence, ranch production.
This is not a new revelation. However,
the foregoing discussion is made to point
out the economic nature of fluctuating
climatic factors and their effect on forage
(ranch income) production. This is perhaps the most important and least understood of the many economic aspects of range
management.
Per

lnt

130

Indej Iiumbers(193741

120

110

80

‘70

F

1 10

1936

1940

194s

l!

FIG. 1. Total ranch production and annual
precipitation.
Family-size
cattle
ranches.
Intermountain
Region, 1930-50.

The rancher is always faced with the
necessity of adjusting his livestock numbers to the fluctuating forage supply. Re-
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ports by Nelson (1934), and Craddock
and Forsling (1938), reveal the infeasibility of stocking rates based on average
forage production or average precipitation.
Range technicians, pointing to the unstable character of precipitation in the
Western states and the resulting unstable
forage supply, have recommended various
range management practices. Perhaps the
principle recommendation is to leave from
25 to 40 percent of the forage ungrazed
for a feed reserve, for soil protection, and
for protection of plant vigor. However, in
the extremely dry years even this program
does not suffice to furnish adequate forage for livestock and still maintain soil
and plant protection.
Large reductions in livestock numbers
over short periods generally are financially
undesirable
to the rancher. Drought
creates a situation which even a conservative grazing policy cannot solve over the
short run. Perhaps crop insurance (financial reserve) is the answer rather than
the now recommended procedure of leaving forage on the range as partial
insurance against the weather risk factor.
However, there are no actuarial determinations of forage production probabilities to aid a crop (forage) insurance
program for the range area. Range technicians can make a valuable contribution
to range and ranch management by developing a lengthy series of data on forage production and range plant responses
to climate under a wide set of soil, site,
and climatic conditions.
A reduced supply of range forage culminating in reduced production of livestock and income is not in itself the
critical factor in ranch management and
survival. The critical point is reached
when individual ranch income falls below
family income survival. If range forage is
reduced to a critical level in terms of
numbers of livestock necessary to return
a critical minimum income, no amount of
range management practices will greatly
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assist the financial management of the
ranch at this time. The problem is not
one to be wholly solved by balancing the
forage supply. At this critical time it can
only be ameliorated by drawing on a
financial reserve. Range forage (crop) insurance could be a feasible answer if the
basic range data were available.
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SPRAYING

Small, trainer-type planes, their booms filled with a potent new hormone herbicide-2,4,5-Tare spraying an estimated 100,000 acres of infested pastureland
in five counties around Wichita
Falls, Texas. Thanks to the work of Charles Fisher of the Spur, Texas, Agricultural Experiment
Station, the thousands of dollars being spent are not wasted in a fantastic gamble. It has been
firmly established that 2,4,5-T
will provide virtually 100 percent top-kill and about 80 percent
root kill. With $1.75 per acre PMA aid, the cost to the farmer or rancher for the spraying is only
Shelton. The Cattleman (Fort Worth). August, 1951.
about $1.50 per acre.-Glenn

Sugar
Versus the Intuitive Choice of
Foods by Livestock
MAX J. PLICE
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T HAS been known for centuries that
livestock, and animals in general, have
food preferences. It has also long been
known that cattle, for example, prefer
forage from well-fertilized pastures over
that from non-fertilized pastures, other
things being equal. Observations along
this line have led many persons to believe that grazing animals are wise in their
ways and know intuitively that vegetation on the fertilized soil is richer and
better balanced in food nutrients than
that on the unfertilized
soil; consequently, the fertilized forage is better for
them. Such an ability to choose foods is
a faculty, or gift, which even human
beings cannot, be said to possess.
A particularly interesting negative example of “food choice” is that of animals
in pastures refusing to eat grass whose
growth has been influenced by their droppings (Fig. 1). Some pastures of small
size become almost worthless because they
are highly
spotted
with untouched
bunches of lush, dark-green, healthy-looking, manure-affected grass. The normal,
or unaffected, grass may be mediocre, or
even poor, in appearance; yet it will be
eaten to the complete exclusion of the
lush grass. Various reasons have been
offered in order to explain this phenomenon and the present paper is an attempt
+
to throw further light on the matter.
PRESENT WORK

The question of what makes feed or
forage palatable or unpalatable is still a
moot one. Some of the factors which are
believed to influence palatability are kind
of feed, and physical and chemical nature
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of the feed, including all the significance
which these things connote. A further
important factor, surely, is the degree of
familiarity, or accustomedness, which animals have with any particular feed material. A general discussion of the subject
does not come within the purview of the
present work, however, and only that
part related to manure-affected
plant
growth will be dealt with.
In an effort to learn something about
the matter, many chemical analyses of
plants have here been made over a period
of years to find a substance, or substances,
in such plants which might make them
unpalatable,
or repugnant, to animals;
further, to see whether a nutrient, or
mineral imbalance in the plants could be
such a factor. Several things, including
tannins, coumarins, nitrates, etc., are believed to decrease forage palatability.
Included in the study were certain
weeds and grasses which are seldom, or
never,
touched
by grazing animals.
Among these were certain perennial legumes, including the false indigos (Baptisias) , the wild alfalfas (Psoraleas)
, wild
lespedezas, broomsedge grass (Andropogon virginicus) and “doghair”, or “tickle”
grasses (Aristidu sp.). It was found that
these plants, particularly the legumes,
contain considerable tannin material. This
is formed in plants in greater amounts
during certain years than others. There
was a seeming direct correlation between
the amount of tannin in a plant and
whether an animal would eat it, or not
even nibble at it. However, it was found
that the more tannin present, the less
sugar there was in a plant. Also, as will
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later, if tannin is distasteful, it can he “neutralized”
or at least
camouflagrd with a roatiug of sugar. Cow

be enlarged upon

marin and nitrates
on palatability.

evidently

had no effcrt
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In analyzing
various
forage
plants
which WCTE, and which wro nof, influenred by animal droppings it was found
that, in every instance, these plants had
constant and distinct differences in their
nutrient content pattern. Lush, manureaffected plants were always higher in protein, calcium,
potassium,
iron, fat, nit&es,
and vitamins.
The normal,
or
manure-unaffected
plants
were alvays
higher in silica, alumina, phosphorus,
nin, chloride, and sugar.

t,an-

A study
was nest
made
wherein
manure-affected
and manure-unaffected
plants were “balanred”
then fed to cattle.

at all,
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in their respective

surprising,

to remember that many animals have
hren co1nwted
to pets-eve11
slavesmwcly by Errding them svrrt things, in-

as well as possible

nutrient

makeups

and

It was finally indicated

that when sugar, alone, was added to the
lush plants the animals not only ate them
readily, but greedily. This is probably not

in

a

gram,

\Vhrnl

Cows

ield.

LIKE

SUGAR

In light of this information
a spraying
experiment
was made with various cow
centrations
of different sugar solutions,
using a knapsack
affected growths

sprayer. Lush, manurewere sprayed in both

native-grass
fields and in fields of pastured smnll grains. The following sweetening materials
nwe
black-strap
molasses,

used: table sugar,
sorghum molasses,

and corn syrup. These mere used in 30
percent
solutions,
which concentration
.was found to spray on well. Other concentrations were also used.
It did not take grazing animals very
l ong to discover the sprayed plants and
then to ronsume
them completely.
In
several instances, during spraying operations, the cattle quirkly berame aware of
what was going on and followed the spray-

SUGAR

VS.

1NTUITIVE

ing can around expectantly. There was
an evident order of preference for the
sweetening materials, as follows : blackstrap, sorghum, sugar, and corn syrup.
The sugar (sucrose) was always preferred
to the corn syrup (glucose, mainly) doubtless because of its greater sweetness. Also,
the cattle preferred the more concentrated
solutions tested, up to the maximum that
the spray nozzle used would put out.
Next, various plants which grazing animals disdain were treated with the same
sweeteners. Included were perennial legumes and broomsedge and three-awn
grasses. In all instances when these plants
were sugarcoated they were eaten readily.
Now it is known that some unpalatable
forages may sometimes be made more
appetizing by salting them. In order to
see whether the various sugars herein used
had been exerting a “salt effect”, plots
were laid out in a field of mostly broomsedge. The following salts were made into
dilute solutions (approximately 3 percent)
and sprayed on marked areas : the chlorides, nitrates, phosphates, and sulphates
of ammonia, calcium, magnesium, and
potassium. Also used were one tenth percent solutions of the sulphates of cobalt,
copper, and zinc, and 3 percent solutions
of phosphoric, lactic, acetic, and ascorbic
(vitamin C) acids, and cider vinegar.
Close observation of cattle turned in on
the plots showed that these substances
elicited slight enthusiasm from them and
they grazed quite disinterestedly.
The
vinegar was an exception to this. When
. sweetened vinegar was used the cattle
became quite pleased and devoured all
such treated broomsedge completely.
Cows

LIKE

SACCHARINE

It now appeared that the palatabilityinducing agent was sugar, particularly if
aromatic substances were added to it. But
sugar is a real food which is high in energy.

CHOICE
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The rather impetuous acceptance of it by
animals-especially
cattle and horsesseemed to indicate a nutritional intuition
on their part, or an autonomic intelligence. On the other hand, there remained
the possibility that the mechanism of the
palatability-enhancing
property of sugar
was simply and entirely its sweetness.
Further sprayings were then made on
broomsedge, and other unpalatable forages, using very dilute solutions of the
saccharine
and
synthetic
sweeteners,
sodium
cyclohexyl
sulfamate.
These
things exert a sweetness many times that
of sugar and have no caloric, or other food
value whatever. By observation it soon
became evident that the cattle liked anything sweet whether it had food value or
not. In fact, saccharine, aromatized with
vinegar or anise oil, was preferred to plain
sugar and was equal to blackstrap
molasses in causing low-quality forage to
be relished by the animals.
Another interesting observation in connection with animal wisdom and their
preference for things to eat is that of
cattle and horses choosing “caramelized”
or “naturally ensiled” alfalfa hay over
fresh, green, No. 1 alfalfa hay. In numerous instances, under local conditions,
when alfalfa is cut and immediately baled
and stacked in t)he field, t,hat which is
baled earliest in a too-moist condition,
often goes t’hrough a fermentation,
or
‘icaramelization”, process. In this process,
which is a kind of ensilation, sugars, acids,
and aromatics are formed. At the same
time, however, the market grade and feeding value of the hay is lowered rather drastically,
but palatability
is evidently
improved (Bohstedt,
1944). In several
instances when samples of both fresh No.
1, and dark brown, fermented hay were
placed before cattle and horses, the latter
hay was entirely eaten before the bright
hay was more than touched. However,
when the bright hay was treated with
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plants.
However, side analyses have
shown that this is unfair to the normal
wheat plantjs from the standpoint
of
sucrose content; if the samples had been
TABLE
1
taken a week or ten days earlier, these
dnalrlsis
of’ manure-unafected
(normal)
and
plants would have been still higher in this
manure-aflected
(Zush) wheat plants
sugar.
UKIT
KORMAL
LUSH
ITEM
The grazed plants were light yellowish green in color while the ungrazed ones
N .................
1.27
2.36
%
8.59
7.51
Ash. ..............
were still dark green, shiny, and quite
%
SiO?...............
3.47
1.74
%
lush. Fifteen
“bunches”
of manure.I3
1’205. .............
.19
%
affected plants were collected from an
Fe&:+ .............
.Ol
.07
%
area about 60 feet square, and an approxi.Oll
.014
MnzOt .............
%
mate
amount of manure-unaffected plants
.56
.78
Cd). ..............
%
MgO ..............
.33
.35
was
taken
from the same area. The
%
2.01
3.93
I&o. ..............
%
samples were ground fresh, mixed thor.23
.27
xaro. .............
%
oughly, and aliquots taken for vitamin
.21
.22
so4 ............
%
analysis.
The remaining amounts were air
1.93
.61
Chlorides. .........
%
dried
rapidly
and samples taken for min1.11
.37
Tannins. .........
%
2.04
3.59
Fat* ..............
eral
and
sugar
analysis. Although the data
%
Fiber*. ............
22.15
21.47
%
presented were obtained from wheat
1.24
Sucrose*, ..........
3.71
%
plants, pasture grasses have an almost
2.01
2.97
Reducing Sugars*.
%
identical constitutional pattern unber the
361
PPM
96
Carotene*. .......
above circumstances.
PPM
46
Niacin*. .........
19
PPM
10.38
17.28
Riboflavin*. .......
From the standpoint of the present
Thi:tmin*. .........
PPM
2.86
3.06
study, the most interesting features of the
Nitrates. ..........
PPM
7
17
analysis are taken to be the vitamin, sugar
5.6
5.7
Acidity. ..........
PH
and phosphorus contents of the two
* The elements starred were determined 11)
samples. The lush plants have the advanmembers of the Department
of Agricultural
tage in vitamins and the normal plants
Chemistry,
to whom many thanks are hereby
have it in the two latter substances. It is
tendered.
believed that, in view of the spraying
demonstrations, the lush plants were unIn Table 1 are shown some of the
chemical differences and similarities be- grazed not because of their high vitamin,
or low phosphorus content, but because
tween samples of wheat plants taken from
an unfertilized
field which had been of their low sugar content. That is, sugar
rather heavily pastured. One sample con- seems to be the element that made for
palatability and thus for preference by
sisted of plants which were manure-influenced (lush). A second sample was the grazing animals. The phosphorus content seems thus to be only incidental as
made up of uninfluenced (normal) plants.
far as palatability and grazing choice are
The samples were taken when the plants
had headed out and the grain in both \jvas concerned. But, phosphorus is an absolute
requirement for sugar formation in plants!
in the milk stage, thus they were in the
Tests made on fresh cow manure
same state of maturity. This condition is
showed it to be high in available nitrogen
necessary to get a fair comparison of the
mineral makeup of the two samples of and potash and low in available phosblackstrap molasses, no significant difference in choice between the hays was evident.
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phorus. Animals void considerable phosphorus in their urine and further tests
showed that, this is practically entirely
available to plants. When aliquots of cow
urine, one gallon each, were added to onefoot-square areas in a field of young wheat
plants,
they
also
caused
increased
growths. These differed from those caused
by fresh cow dung in several ways. First,
they were readily eaten by the grazing
animals. In addition the plants did not
assume the dark-green coloration which
the dung-affected plants did. Analysis
showed that the composition of the wheat
plants on the urine spots was almost ident’ical to that of the surrounding, unaffected plants-even
in sugar content.
CATTLE LIKE ANYTHING SWEET
Fresh cattle manure may possibly be
looked upon as an unbalanced source of
plant nutrients. It is high in available
nitrogen which causes luxuriant growth
of plant substance at the price of low
phosphorus int,ake. This evidently results
in a phospho-nitrogen imbalance which
prevents
normal sugar formation
in
affected plants and thus decreases their
palatability. n’umerous analyses of wheat
and grass plants from fields fertilized with
good, complet’e fertilizers, or well-rotted
manure, show normal contents of minerals and sugars. In some instances noted,
phosphate, alone, produced greater sugar
formation in plants than did complete
fertilizer. When nitrogen is used alone,
and in a fairly large amount, affected
plants assume a composition quite similar
to that of fresh dung-affected plants. That
is, they are high in nitrogen and low in
phosphorus and sugar, etc. In this condition such plants are not eaten readily
by animals. Here again, however, if such
nitrogen-fertilized
plants are sweetened
with sugar they will, seemingly, be considered palatable by the animals.
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DOES SUG.~R CONTENT ~IEAN DEGREE
OF PALATABILITY?
In a palatability grazing test of the
plants of several fall-sown grains at the
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station (Staten, 1949) it was concluded that
a number of factors may influence the
immediate and particular choice of vegetation by cattle; also that it would probably be impossible to arrange such a grazing experiment so as to get all of the
involved factors equal or uniform for the
entire time. Although there was evidence
that the animals relished barley more than
the other plants on the unfertilized area,
they preferred the plants, in general, on
the fertilized plots in every instance.
The above experiment was not connected with the present work, but since
no chemical, or other, study was to be
made of the various grain plants therein
involved, it was felt that such a side study
and value.
might prove of interest
Samples of both the fertilized and unfertilized plants were taken for analysis.
Owing to the rather sparse covers only
two samples were made. That is, a handful of plants from each of the fertilized
plots was taken and mixed to make a
composite sample. A sample from the
unfertilized plots was obt’ained in the same
manner. Analysis later showed that the fertilized forage averaged 21 percent higher
in phosphorus and 37 percent higher in
total sugars than the unfertilized forage.
These particular increases are not nearly
so large as have been found for some other
fertilized versus unfertilized forages, but
evidently were sufficient for the cattle to
recognize and appreciate. In this experiment the fertilizer used was 20 percent
superphosphate, at the rate of 150 Ibs. per
acre. Side studies herein indicate that, if
triple the above amount of phosphorus had
been used, at least double the amounts of
phosphorus and sugar might have been
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found in the forage. This would undoubtedly have further enhanced the palatability of the forage and would have produced more dry matter at the same time.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A study of the data in Table 1 indicates
that when grazing animals prefer the normal wheat plants to the lush plants,, they
pass by something which has the advantage in several respects, including more
protein, lime, ‘fat, iron and vitamins and
less tannic material. On the other hand
they get more phosphorus, sugar, chlorides, and silica. It is believed that some
day, silica will be found to be an
important nutrient material. The significance of the chlorides is not fully understood, but in all analyses made, they
occurred in direct relationship to sugar
content.
In light of the observed reactions of the
grazing animals to sugar it seems certain
that the animals did not eschew the lush,
manure-influenced forage plants because
they (the animals) were fastidious, finicky, or pernickety, or because the plants
uninfluenced by manure might have been
better for them nutritionally, but because
the manure-affected plants were lower in
sugar content. Also, they probably did not
choose the fermented alfalfa hay over the
bright-green alfalfa because either one or
the other might have had more food value.
Further, they probably did not suddenly
take a notion to eat the sugar-sprayed
broomsedge, or other inferior forage materials, because of any knowledge of the
food value of the sugar. If so, those animals which “mistook”
saccharine for
sugar were being contrary.
In the present light, and in view of the
huge amount of sweetened, ground corncobs, and other molasses-treated, inferior
feed materials which are now being daily
consumed and evidently relished by domestic herbivores, the idea that the latter
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know intuitively
“good” foods from
“bad” must pass into penumbra. Instead,
it seems that the animals, like humans,
have a “sweet tooth” and will eat sweet
things “misguidedly” in order to satisfy
this craving. In other words animals, like
people, often eat what they like best before they eat what is best for them.
As a possible result of this seeming fact,
owners of grazing animals may take advantage of the situation and get rid
of non-marketable,
unpalatable,
poorquality, and otherwise disdained forage
materials by sweetening them with blackstrap molasses, etc., and feeding them to
the animals. Weedy fence rows and
corners, ditch banks, other weed-infested
areas, and unwanted hay and strawstacks,
etc., might be eliminated by spraying
them well with a good sweetener and
turning grazing animals in on them. Of
course, poisonous plants should not be
thus treated and offered to the animals.
It is here believed, however, that the
best way to take advantage of the sugarliking propensity of forage eaters is tofertilize the growing plants well. Phosphorus is especially necessary for sugar
formation in plants. Further, managers
who cut forages for hay can enhance the
palatability thereof by cutting them fairly
late in the day. It is known that plants
form sugars during daylight hours and use
them up during hours of darkness (Kellner, 1915; Miller,
1938; Tottingham,.
1937). Therefore there is more sugar in a.
plant in the afternoon than there is earlier
in the day.
Another special case involving lush,
high-nitrogen grass is described by Al-brecht (1951). This is the “Fairy Ring”
phenomenon in which grass growth is:
stimulated by a soil fungus and grows in
a characteristic ring, or circle, formation..
The ring grass is more lush, darker green,,
and higher in nitrogen and the various
amino acids than the normal grass. How-
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ever, it was not stated whether such grass
is readily eaten by animals, or not.
SUMMARY
It has long been known that grazing
animals do not eat vegetation which has
been influenced by their droppings. Chemical study shows that lush, manureaffected plants are significantly lower in
sugar content than manure-unaffected
plants and this apparently makes them
unpalatable to animals. When lush, ignored plants were sprayed with sugar
solutions they were eaten readily by grazing animals. That it was not the sugar,
per se, which produced the increase, or
improvement, in palatability of the lush
plants was seen when such plants,
sweetened by saccharine and sodium
cyclohexyl sulfamate, were eaten as readily as those sweetened with blackstrap
molasses, particularly when aromatized
with vinegar or anise oil.
That grazing animals are not endowed
with intuitive ability of choosing foods
which are nutritionally best f&r them was
seemingly demonstrated by the fact that
several inferior and unpalatable forage
materials, including mature broomsedge,
were eaten readily when they were well
sweetened. On the other hand many ani-
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mals have been made into pets simply by
feeding them sugar, or even pastries. Advantage might be taken of this sweettooth proclivity
of grazing animals!
occasionally. Weedy fence rows, ditch
banks, etc., might be sprayed with blackstrap molasses and animals turned in on
them. Poisonous plants should not, of
course, be thus treated. It is advised that
the best way to cater to the sweet appetites of grazing animals is to fertilize
forage crops with sufficient available phosphate. This will produce more. forage
which has a higher sugar content and is
more palatable.
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HE objective of this study was to
determine the utilization of winterrange forage by elk, Cervus canadensis
and
nelsoni
mule
deer,
Odocoileus
hemionus hetiionus, at different levels of
population density. Some indication of
the carrying capacity of grassland communities grazed by elk and deer alone is
evident from the data presented here, and
may be useful for comparison with ranges
open to livestock grazing.
METHOD

by Elk and Mule Deer
Washington
State

College

of Washington,

Pullman

Population densities of elk and mule
deer were determined by direct observations made at intervals during the winter
and early spring. These observations are
recorded in Table 1. Admittedly, the population densities were not nearly as precise as those obtainable under controlled
conditions in fenced pastures. The animals
wandered freely into or out of the study
areas, but their home ranges were sufficiently well established that ingress and
egress were probably insignificant, as indicated by the relative uniformity of the
census figures, particularly for the Elk
Range. The elk first appeared on the
areas sometime during the first two weeks
in December and remained until the second week in May. Clipping to determine
winter utilization was made April 5 to 7,
immediately prior to renewed growth of
the important herbs. Forage use and
grazing months were, therefore, calculated
for the four-month period, December to
April.
The so-called “production” of bluebunch wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatum)
actually represents only the amount of
forage available at the time of clipping.
Intermittent
growth
of this
plant
throughout the winter under favorable
conditions precludes the determination of
true production data. For management
purposes this minor error is of little significance. Likewise, so-called “utilization,”
which represents the amount of forage
removed during the time interval, results
from several factors in addition to elk
and deer consumption and is also not an

OF PROCEDURE

Two areas were selected for comparisons on the William T. Wooten Game
Range, a 12,000-acre tract owned by the
State
of Washington
Department
of
Game, where livestock had been excluded
for 5 to 6 years. One area, designated as
the “Elk Range,” contained almost three
times as many elk and about half as
many deer as the other which was designated as the “Mule-Deer Range.” On each
area, clip plots (4 by 0.25 meters) were
established in adjacent pairs to determine
productivity
and utilization
of forage
plants on grassy, southward-facing slopes.
Open slopes covered mainly by herbaceous forage were considered the “key”
areas most important for elk, the principal big-game animal in the Blue Mountains of southeastern Washington. Five
200-meter transects with five pairs of clip
plots each were placed on the Elk Range;
six on the Mule-Deer Range. Plots were
clipped in September and October, 1949,
and adjacent plots were clipped in early
April, 1950.
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accurate term. Forage removal of bunchgrass result in,0‘ from factors other than
big game were insignificant, but for cheatgrass (Bromus tecfor~m) and most forbs
the removal from other causes was of
major importance.

tional effort and expense of securing
paired data are not important limiting
considerations.
The adequacy of the sample was tested
by group comparisons, independent of
pairing, of the fall and spring clippings

TABLE
Census and population
ELK RANGE
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1

density of elk and deer in stlrdjy areas
(1400 ACRES)

MULE-DEER

RANGE

(451 ACRES)

DATE

Elk

Mule Deer

.Vum ber
1049

13.x.

Days

87

15.

\Tumber

108

11-12..

Mar.

12..

.

357

108
88

.. .
.

May 14.. . . . .

666

1,400

660
.

594
12

19

2,633

311
21

1,512

26

107
69
81
89
0

Days

330
18

74
2, '714

,4pr. S.. .
Apr. 15-16..
Apr. 23..
May 6..

Kumber

6

10
3,888

Feb.

Days

21
1,668”

1950 *Jan. 6-7.

Mule Deer

Elk

Days

-

908

-

662
23
43
33
15
7

-

-

5
5

21
19
--

Ihc. 15-L4pr. 8:
Total grazing days.
Acres per month.
Average number of
animals
per
square mile.

10,933

41

3,931
11

1, .556
9

1,813
w

14

16

21

* 37 + 108
elk X 23 days = 1,668 elk-days.
2

Pairing plots appeared to increase the
efficiency of sampling only slightly. For
total forage on the Elk Range, 1.2 times
as many plots would have been required
if the data were not paired. In this case
pairing was scarcely worthwhile. For
wheatgrass on the Mule-Deer
Range,
about 1.5 times as many plots would have
been required if they were not paired.
Since the efficiency gained by pairing with
the small number of plots involved was
not appreciably great, the procedure can
be recommended only where the addi-

for wheatJgrass on each range. Setting “t”
at the five-percent level of significance in
the formula, n = 2s2t2/2(p. 80 in Snedecar, 1946), for the Elk Range, 7 plots
would have been required in fall and in
spring to sample adequately for the 78
percent reduction that occurred. On the
Mule-Deer Range, 20 plots would have
been required each season to sample adequately for the 49 percent reduction that
occurred. Actually 24 usable plots were
established each season on the former
and 30 on the latter.
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Production and Utilization
The productivity of the two areas was
approximately the same (Table Z), as
analysis of variance showed that the differences in total forage (299 and 283
lb./at.) and bluebunch wheatgrass (209
and 206 lb./at.) were not significant. On
TABLE

2

Forage production

and utilization
MULE-DEER
RANGE

ELK RANGE

~-

Grasses :
Agropyron spicntum..
Festuca idahoensis.
Hromus tectorum..
Forbs, total :.
All herbs, total:.

.

Production

Utilization
__-

Production

Utilization

Lbs.
Per
acre

Percent

Fr

Percent

209
6
53
23
299

*
78

50
85
86
82

acre

206
13
25
27
233

49
s5
92
89
60

the Elk Range, 82 percent of all herbs and
78 percent of the wheatgrass by air-dry
weight were removed from the range between fall and spring. In contrast, 60
percent of all herbs and 49 percent of the
wheatgrass were removed from the MuleDeer Range. For spring clippings, the
differences between areas were highly
significant for both total forage (54 and
113 lb./at.) and wheatgrass (46 and 105
lb./at.), indicating that the reductions
were much greater on the Elk Range than
on the Mule-Deer Range. Since the fall
productivity of the two ranges was essentially the same, the greater reduction in
all forage and particularly in wheatgrass
can be attributed only to the higher population density of elk on the Elk Range.
On this area, as shown in Table 1, only
four acres were available per elk-month.
Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis) was
approximately twice as abundant on the
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Mule-Deer Range as on the Elk Range
(Table 2). According to the Range Plant
Handbook (1937)) Idaho fescue is a choice
forage plant relished by all classes of livestock. Presumably, it also ranks high for
elk and mule deer. It appeared to be
more palatable than Huebunch wheatgrass in the present study, since it was
found utilized in greater amounts than
wheatgrass where both occurred together
in abundance. The higher utilization (85
compared to 50 percent) of Idaho fescue
was correlated with the area of higher
production (13 compared to 6 lb./at.),
and apparently reflected the influence of
availability upon utilization.
It is noteworthy that 85 percent of the
cheatgrass on the Elk Range, and 92
percent on the Mule-Deer Range, was
removed between fall and spring. This
reduction represents primarily a loss in
weight resulting from curing, trampling,
packing by snow, leaching,
washing
during run-offs, and bacterial decomposition, rather than animal utilization. The
plant does not appear to be utilized in a
cured state, but elk were observed feeding
avidly on cheatgrass in early May when
the forage was green and fairly abundant
in patches on benches and ridges.
The reduction in forb forage likewise
resulted, at least in part, from factors
other than grazing, although perhaps
greatJer winter utilization may be expected
on this group of plants than on cheatgrass.
Influence of Game Reserve
The Elk Range was located adjacent to
a game reserve, approximately 35 square
miles in area, from which elk migrated to
obtain winter forage. This reserve was
closed during the period 1932-1940 and
open to elk hunting in 1945, 1946, 1947,
and 1950. A significant reduction in the
elk population occurred only in 1950 when
the reserve was open for the first time to

ELK AND DEER RANGE UTILIZA4TION
all hunters for elk of either sex and any
age. Previous seasons were primarily for
bulls, although during some years a few
cow permits were issued. The reserve
served as a reservoir, providing large numbers of elk for a limited winter range. Elk
also migrated from areas surrounding the
reserve to. winter in the vicinity of the
study area on Abel Ridge, one of the most
important wintering areas in the Blue
Mountains. The population density on
this area was particularly high during the
severe winters of 1948-49 and 1949-50,
two of the coldest winters on record. Early
snowfalls drove the elk to lower elevations
and persistent snow throughout the winters held the.m there. In the spring of 1950
the elk did not depart for the summer
range until sometime between May 6 and
14 (Table 1).
Cam ying Capacity
Blaisdell and Pechanec (1949) have
shown that clumps of bluebunch wheatgrass clipped to ground level on October
30 produced as much herbage the following year as unclipped clumps. The
greatest reduction in the following year’s
herbage resulted from clippings made in
late May and early June, and the effect
of late-fall clipping was slight. Further
evidence that wheatgrass may withstand
high utilization during the period of dormancy is presented by Daubenmire (1940)
who observed that a fence-corner relic
remained in fair condition despite groundlevel grazing by livestock in the fall.
Based on this evidence, the 78 percent
utilization
of wheatgrass on the Elk
Range during the winter season did not
appear to exceed t)he physiological limits
of the plant. Yet it seems risky to base
carrying capacity only on utilization of
the key forage plant. Continued soil loss
through washes, slips, and surface run-off,
early spring trampling in wat)er-saturated
soil, packed trails that accelerated ero-
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sion, low density of the vegetation, scarcity of litter, and persistence of cheatgrass
on the drier exposures and overused
benches, and other factors indicated that
the range was not in good condition. It
appears doubtful that the range would
recover to the desired stage of development under a grazing pressure of 4 acres
per elk-month and 11 acres per deermonth. .Furthermore, utilization of wheatgrass extended into the growing season in
1950. Probably this is a common phenomenon following severe winters and late
forage production on the summer range.
However, despite heavy use of elk during
periodic severe winters, the vegetation on
the Wooten Game Range improved considerably in composition and productive
capacity during the 5 to 6 years after the
removal of livestock. Elimination of cattle
grazing during the summer undoubtedly
made possible the recovery of the vegetation that has occurred.
In comparing the ‘two study areas, it
was apparent that the vegetation on the
Mule-Deer Range was in a healthy, satisfactory condition, while that on the Elk
Range was seriously abused by both previous and current overuse. The data presented here indicate that the grassland
vegetation can be maintained in good
condition when not over 50 percent of the
wheatgrass is utilized, and that 9 acres
per elk-month and 7 acres per deer-month
reflected approximately proper population
densities over the period of time when the
range was used.
SUMM,~RYAND CONCLUSIONS
Comparison of two areas, one of which
contained approximately three times as
many elk and half as many deer as the
other, showed no significant difference in
fall productivity of herbaceous forage. In
the spring, the difference between the
areas in remaining forage was highly significant as a result of much higher utili-
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zation by elk on one area. At a population density of 41 elk and 13 deer per
square mile, or 4 acres per elk-month and
1 I acres per deer-month, 75 per cent of
bluebunch wheatgrass
was
removed,
whereas only 49 percent was removed at
a population density of 16 elk and 21
deer per square mile, or 9 acres per elkmonth and 7 acres per deer-month. Despit)e rather heavy winter use, the veget,ation on the Wooten Game Range as a
whole has shown considerable improvement since summer grazing by cattle was
eliminated. Recovery of the grassland
vegetation was seriously retarded where
elk were most numerous. To maintain the
vegetation in vigorous condition, it is recommended that winter use not exceed 50
percent of bluebunch wheatgrass.
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The purpose of writing is not only to ezpress ideas, but to communicate them to others. Science
is not inherently dull, heavy, and hard to comprehend;
it is essentially fascinating, understandable, and full of charm. It is simple, after it has been worked out, and is capable of being stated
W. Allen.
in concise terms easily understood.--E.

HE
of

present

.’

btud> of raugr

.

.

.’

mauage-

ment IS the outgrowth of the iuterests
many early non-specialized
agricul-

turalists who worked on its problems before the science was known by its present
name. In au earlier article (Beetle, 1951)
the contributions
of I’. B. Kennedy were

pearances,
graving
smaller
and wider
apart. In view of these farts, the study of,
nnd

euperimcntation

with,

the

uative

grasses, to improve and perpetuate them,
is of first importance.”
(Buffum,
1891;
cf. Wyovo. Agr. Expt.
Sta. Bul. 289: 4.
1949).

discussed. Another of these men w-as Bert
C. Buffum. (C. did not stand for a middle
Mile.)
Buffurn was born in South Bend, Indiana, April 7, 1868, but according to his
own word, it was his father “who brought
me t,o the Mountaiu
Region at a tender
age-who
wits father and mother to his
boys, cook, discoverer, philosopher-who
developed an irrigated stork ranch from
the native nild-who
fought and conquered all the hardships of the pioueerwho, though an iovalid, gare no thought
for himself, but put forth uutold effort to
supply me wit,h every educational
advantage the West afforded at the time.”
The Colorado family ranch r-as at Buckhorn, 12 miles west of Fort, Collins, Colorado. He rereiwd his bachelor’s degree in
agriculture
in .June, 1890 at the then
young Colorado College of Agriculture.
Later he rereiwd his master’s degree there
on t,he basis of the bulletins he wrote foI

In predirtiug
grass, Dufhun

the Wyoming Experiment
of the usual thesis.

artirk by C. E. Bessey of the Universit,y
of Sebraskn
and both were incorrect,

Station,

instead

In the first bulletin ever published by
the Wyoming
Agricultural
Experiment
Station, Buffurn wrote: “Our of our most,
valuable

grasses for pasture, the Bwh~loe
dact&des
(Buffalo Grass), is b&g
ex-

terminated
by &ilization.
m&ted sod on the plains

Its patrhes of
are, to all ap-

the cutinction
x-as quoting

of buffsloan earlier

(Bwtle,
lQ.jO), but, Buffum
(1893) followed up his iutrution of studying uative
grasses nnd published
awother bulletin
entitled “Grasses and Forage Plants”.
It is for his work at the University
of
Wyoming

that

those

interested

in range

nxmagement
particularly
rememher him.
Although hc was not a specialist in any
agricultural

firld,

he worked

in nearly
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every important phase during his tenure.
He was appointed Assistant to the Meteorologist and Irrigation
Engineer in
1891, in actuality becoming the Station’s
first Horticulturist, later also Entomologist. He resigned this position in 1900 to
work at Colorado Agricultural College,
Fort Collins, Colorado where he was Professor of Agronomy and Animal Husbandry and Director of the Experiment Station. He returned to Wyoming in 1902
to become the Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station and Professor
of Agriculture.
In 1892, while Aven Nelson was getting
an M.A. degree at Harvard University,
Buffum started the collection of plants
which Nelson later expanded into the
present well known Rocky Mountain
Herbarium. This first collection was primarily native grasses and forage plants
for a Wyoming exhibit at the Columbian
Exposition in Chicago. It was under the
direction of Buffum that the important
research in poisonous plants was inaugurated at the University of Wyoming. He
’ was one of the West’s first experts on the
alkali problem. (cf. Wyo. Agr. Expt. Sta.
Bulletins No. 8, 29, 39).
While at the Colorado Agricultural College, Buffum edited ‘‘Agricola Aridus”
(1900-1901) published every other month
for the six issues of Vol. I. The publication
ceased with Vol. II, No. I because “the
promotion to an advanced position elsewhere of the individual back of it, leaves
the Magazine without a devil, an editor,
a business manager, or the necessary financial support to continue.” Among the
articles published is one telling of the
formation of an experimental grass garden
at Fort Collins “in which will be planted
nearly 100 different grasses.” Among these
was smooth brome (Bronzus inermis)
which “is very persistent when once
started and makes excellent early spring
and late fall pasture.” Another article

BEETLE

states “Rational agriculture, like a provident man, considers the future fertility of
the soil, as well as its present fertility.
The power of the soil to produce is quite
limited. The inexhaustible fertility of our
virgin prairie soil is a myth, a good story
to tell to the hesitating immigrant, not a
condition with which our readers have to
deal. We may reap the present crop, but
have to build for the future.” Another
article deals with the value of barnyardgrass (Echinochloa crusgalli) .
In 1907 Buffum represented Wyoming
at the first Dry Farming Congress, held
in January in Denver, Colo. (Buffum,
1907), but soon after resigned from the
University of Wyoming staff to head a
company he founded called the “Wyoming Plant and Seed Breeding Company”
at Worland. There he carried on extensive
development work in new and improved
grains, notable of which was emmer,
which he perfected. Somewhat less than
1,000 acres a year are still grown in Wyoming. He started the Emmer Products
Company at Worland to manufacture
stock feed and breakfast foods. When
the Wyoming Industrial Institute was established at Worland, he was placed on
the staff as agricultural director, but carried on his grain development to become
one of the best known American authorities, particularly for securing a beardless
heavy-yielding
black
winter
emmer
wheat. In 1916 Buffum moved the Emmer
Products Company to Denver, and he
died there March 25, 1944 (Northern
Wyoming Daily News, March 31, 1944).
In 1909 Buffum privately published a
book entitled “Arid Agriculture”, one of
the first books to deal with the western
type of agriculture. In this book, he
treated nearly all phases of the early
dryland and irrigated farming, as well as
ranching. He discussed the grasses, and
grass mixture suitable to the area, and the
haying methods of that day. He objected
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two western plants for him, a paintbrush
to the term “dry farming” because “no
crop can be produced without moisture.”
Castilleia bu$umi, and a wild primrose,
Anogra bu$umi.
Buffum founded a magazine named
“The Ranchman’s Reminder” which gave
LITERATURE
CITED
agricultural information of the type now
of
BEETLE, A. A. 1950. Buffalograss-native
supplied by the publications of the Ex- ’
the shortgrass
plains. Wyo. Agr. Expt.
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tension Service. In this magazine, he pre--1951. Patrick Beveridge Kennedysented the new information that was
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as grasses, hays and other range manageBuffum, B. C. 1891. The organization
and
proposed work of the Station. Wyo. Agr.
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deal of interest in that field. Since he
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BRIEFS
One who is disciplined in the fine art of doubting can never be sure of anything;
tainty is the privilege of uneducated minds-and
fanatics.-Anonymous.

There is no readier way for a man to bring his own worth into question
Tillotson.
detract from the worth of other men.--John

He who sees his own faults is too much occupied

absolute

cer-

than by endeavoring

to see the faults of others.-Arubic

Proverb.
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INTRODUCTION

P

RIOR TO 1900, the North Platte River
was essentially a broad stream containing no islands and but a few sandbars.
Since this time, considerable change has
taken place in this riverbed. The use of the
river water for irrigation has caused a considerable decrease in the volume of water
in the stream bed. With this decrease in
water volume, islands began to form in
many places. The bed of the stream became a series of small channels and sandbars upon which dense vegetation immediately began to grow (Figure 1). The
early stages of succession on these islands
consisted primarily of sedges (Carex sp.)
with grasses gradually increasing. However, a grassland vegetation failed to develop as the willows became established
quickly and these dense thickets prevented the growth of grasses.
The land formed from the riverbed belongs to the owners on either bank. Each
controls the land and channels to the
center of the river. In some cases rather
large areas are cut off by deep channels
which serve as a deterrent to the passage
of livestock. The shallower channels can
be closed by the use of brush dams which
helps to increase the land area available
for the production of forage. Permission
must be obtained from the owner of the
opposite bank to build dams as such practices will deepen the remaining channels
and may thus prevent them from using
the islands on their side of the river.
.
The use of river islands as pasture areas
is of considerable importance to the owners of the river banks. These subirrigated
islands are capable of producing an abun-

Platte

River

Islands
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dance of pasture if they are properly
managed. The importance of these areas
is readily understood when one considers
that the adjacent land is such that 15 to
20 acres are required to provide pasture
for a cow and her calf from May until
October which is a five and one-half to
six months’ grazing period. These subirrigated islands may be capable of producing sufficient forage for a cow and her calf
on not more than two acres.
The islands covered in this study are
located on the North Platte River east of
Broadwater, Nebraska and belong to the
Rushcreek Land and Livestock Company
at Lisco, Nebraska. These islands have
been under various types of management
and are in different stages of succession
due to the management practices which
have been followed. Four types of pasture
areas resulting from different management practices and three vegetational
types were studied.
MEADOWLAND
This area consists of river bottom land
which supports a type of vegetation
closely resembling the true prairie and
may be considered as an extension of the
true prairie along the North Platte River
into an area which is typically a midgrass
type. This land is used for the production
of hay, and has been mowed during the
month of August for the past 20 or 30
years. Very little grazing is permitted
since the cattle are fed hay on the meadowland during the winter months and are
removed by the first of May.
These meadowlands still contain identifiable areas which were former channels of

.”

.

.

.

.

sandbars.
They are subirrigzatrd and rapidly become covered with a sedge type of
vegetation
which livestock use as a ~“urce
of forage. Hovwer,
the islands, whirh are
not grazed or bumcd,
rapidly
heromc
covered with dense thickets of willow (SaZiz sp.), which effectively
prevent
the

rongrccgnted.
The use of DDT on the
livestork
has nearly eliminated
these insects from tbc areas used by the cattle.
Cndrr natural renditions,
a willow type
of vegetation
soon d~wlops and persists
for many years. The ewntual
climax assoeiation xould depend on man’s influence
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upon the water level in the river. It is pos-

as the meadowland.

sible that except for very small areas
along the channels that the trees would
be killed by any severe droughts which
might occur.

land vegetation
on these subirrigated
islands is a disclimax assoriation and can be
maintained
only by management,
pmc-

This area consists of many large islands
which have been fenced out of the river

These arcas are of rather recent origin
and consist primarily of sedges thus reprrsent&
an early stage of sncression in the

and are used as a ~ummrr pasture for csttie (Figure 3). These islands were first

fenced out in 1936. The
which completely
covered

willow brush,
these islands,

ticcs whirh prevent

sandbars

Howvrr,

this grass-

the growth of willows.

of the North

Platte

River

(Fig-

ure 1). The sedges grow to a height of
sewral feet and are eaten by cattlc. The
willow is the first of the shrubs and trws

was killed by burning during the winter
months. Many of the small channels were
blocked by the use of brush dams. Others

to move into the new islands and constitutes a very small perwntage
of the is-

were blorkrd
by the action of heaver.
These dams served to drcrensc the nunher of chennrls that ~\‘erefilled vith water,

lands’ vegetation.
Most of the willows
present were less than three fret in height
during August 10.51. Heavy grazing of

thus providing more Ixnd aren and easier
;iccrss to the islands.

these islands prevents the growth of the
willow and thus the willow type of vrgeta-

I3nming
of the brush permitted
the
establishment
of grasses nod srdges by

tion dops not occur.
Ho~~cver, heavy
grazing is detrimental
to the grasses that

natural means. The hlorking of the channels by dams decreased the water cont,ent
of the soil and thus the grasses were able

also invade the sedges and retards the
development of the grassland which how
ever does eventually
occur. Heavy graz-

to rompetc

ing causes many of the less desirable species of grasses to invade the islands and

surcessfully

with

the sedges

producing a gras&urd type of vegetation.
At the present time, this itwit contains
principally
the same type of vegetation

be mnintaincd.
The islands supporting
sedge type of vegetation
develop into

a
a
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grassland type much faster where burning
during the winter months is used to prevent the development of the willow association.
This study was made during the second
week of August, 1951. The average basal
density and percentage composition of the

which was not clipped was willow, blazing star (Liatris sp.), goldenrod (Solidago
sp.), and the prairie rose (Rosa arlcansana). Thus such species as sedges and
cattails (Typha sp.) were included in the
forage determinations even though of little forage value. Cattails were included

TABLE
Avcla~~e busal density

and

species
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composition

1

of islands

in

the North

Platte

SPECIES COMPOSITION

1961

AREA

Meadowland

Scientific name

Common name

River, August

River
Pasture

Willow

Sedge

Percent

Grasses
Lit>tlc blucstem
Indiangrass
Swi tchgrass
Big hf uestem
White swectclover
Sloughgrass
Sal t]grass
Western wheatgrass
Canada wild-rye
Kentucky
bluegrass
Agrostis
Fast ail
Others
Forbs and shrubs
Sedges
Joint grass
Blazing star
Goldenrod
Prairie rose
Willow
Cattail
Ragweed
Others
_____

Andropogon scoparius
Sorghastrum nutans
Panicum virgatun2
Andropogon flcrcatrrs
Melilotus alba
Spartina pectinata
Distichlis stricta
Aqrop~yron svnithii
El!lm us canadensis
Poa pratensis
Agrostis sp.
Hordeum jubatum

Carex sp.
Equisetum sp.
Liatris sp.
Solidago sp.
Rosa arlcansana
Salix
sp.
Typha sp.
Ambrosia sp.

--_
-

Dcnsi ty

vegetation for the various land areas were
obtained by occular estimate of squarefoot plots located at random throughout
the areas studied. All areas studied .had
not been subjected to either grazing or
mowing during the current grazing season.
Forage determinations were based on the
material found in the square-foot plots.
The only vegetation listed in Table 1

36.9
20.0
7.6
7.0
5.6
2.5
2.3
2.1
.l
.l
1.8
6.2

2.5
1.3
1.0

8.4
4.3

3.5
7.9

30.0

3.1
.6
13.7
12.8
6.2

7.9
-___

15.0

6.5

6.2
s.0
21.2
5.0
2.7
4.4
2.0
2.6
2.1
2.9
.l
6.4
2.8

27.1
.l

9.7
1.6
.6
1.9

8.6
.2
.8

70.0
.4

.4

.8

in the forage samples from the willow
type and by weight consisted of 95 percent
of the total forage produced in this association. The forage samples were weighed
as obtained and the two arbitrary moisture values were used in Table 2 in order
to provide a rough estimate of the relative
dry matter production of these land areas.
These arbitrary moisture values were used
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because adequate facilities for dry matter
determination were not available.
RESULTS
The basal density of the four land areas
studied (Table 1) were essentially the
same except in the case of the willow
association which was only 6.5 percent as
compared with 13 and 15 percent for the
other three land areas. The 13 and 15 percent figures compare favorably with the
figures given for the true prairie.

tion to the willow association by burning
and grazing, has a very different vegetative cover. Due to the blocked channels,
low swampy ground is still found in this
area and supports a large number of
sedges (27.1 percent) at the present time.
Four important forage species are switchgrass (24.2 percent), Indiangrass (8.0 percent), little bluestem (6.2 percent), and
big bluestem (5.0 percent).
The sedge type islands consist of 70.0
percent sedges, 9.7 percent switchgrass,

TABLE 2
Forage

production

and estimated

AREA

grazing

capacity

PRODUCTION
WET BASIS

of islands

DRY MATTER PER ACRE

20%‘,’
5834***
1957
7445
3262

1171
393
1487
652

30%*

20% dry matter

1746
585
2236
979

46.5
15.6
59.0
25.9

River

30% dry matter

Days per acre

* Arbitrarily
selected constants,
moisture-free
basis.
** Based on 25.2 pounds of dry matter per cow per day.
*** Forage weights based on total production
with the exception
goldenrod, and prairie rose.

The five most important forage species
in the meadowland listed in order of their
decreasing percentgage composition are :
little bluestem (Andropogon scoparius),
Indiangrass (Sorghastrum nutans), switchgrass (Panicurn virgatum), big bluestem
(Andropogon furcatus), and white sweetclover (Melildtus alba).
The vegetation in the willow association has developed under natural conditions. The basal densitJy of the willow was
13.7 percent, but the foliage cover was
estimated to be approximately 60 to 75
percent. Cattails and sedges constituted
12.8 and 30.0 percent of the basal density
respectively. The major forage species
found in the meadowland were not present
on these islands.
The river pasture, which has been developed from islands similar in composi-
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Pounds

Pounds

Meadowland.
.................
Willow Association ............
River pasture. ................
Sedge association.
............

in the North

of willow,

69.3
23.2
88.7
38.8

blazing

star,

and 8.6 percent Kentucky bluegrass. Thus
representing an early stage of succession.
These data are very indicative of the
type of vegetation growing on the areas
studied. The data presented in Table 2
provide a rough estimate of the total
forage production of these islands from
the beginning of the growing season until
the second week in August, 1951. The
meadowland
produces
approximately
5834 pounds of forage per acre on a wet
basis. This probably represents about
1171 to 1746 pounds of dry matter based
on arbitrary moisture values of 70 to 80
percent. The willow association produced
approximately 1957 pounds of wet material (95 percent cattails), or approximately 393 to 585 pounds of dry matter.
The river pasture produced 7445 pounds
of wet material or approximately 1487 to
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2306 pounds of dry matter. The sedge
association produced 3262 pounds of wet
material or about 652 to 979 pounds of
dry material.
Conversion of these data to animal unit
grazing days indicates (Table 2) that the
meadowland will produce approximately
46 to 69 grazing days, the willow association 15 to 23, river pasture 59 to 89, and
the sedge association 26 to 39 days per
acre.
Assuming a 180 day grazing season, it
would require about 2.5 to 4 acres of
meadowland to produce an adequate
amount of forage for one cow, 8 to 12
acres of willow association, 2 to 3 acres of
river pasture, and 4.5 to 7 acres of the
sedge association, provided the forage was
of equal nutritive value. Such is not the
case. The forage obtained from the willow
association contained less than 5 percent
of grasses by weight. The meadowland
contained the largest proportion of desirable forage followed by the river pasture
and the sedge association. Thus the differences in these land areas in the production
of forage for the use of livestock is much
greater than is indicated in Table 2.
The feeding value of the sedges is unknown and consequently it is hard to
estimate the value of forage produced by
them. However, they are eaten and are
probably of some value.
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The development of river islands into
an area of high production of desirable
forage grasses can be accomplished by
proper management practices. These islands may be developed into a state of
productivity closely resembling the true
prairie and capable of supporting one animal unit for a six months’ grazing period
on 2 to 4 acres.
The development of sandbars in the
river consists of an early stage in which
sedges are the predominate type of vegetation followed by a dense willow thicket
and the invasion of other trees. These
islands will remain in the willow association for many years and a grassland
vegetation can be developed only as a
disclimax vegetation. This can be done by
burning during the winter and the destruction of the willows.
Proper grazing with full allowance for
the production of seed will permit the
islands to develop a grassland vegetation.
Heavy grazing followed by rest periods
will probably provide the maximum in
production and prevent the rapid development of the willow association.
Proper attention to the development
of the islands will assure a bountiful supply of water for the livestock at no cost.

BOOK REVIEWS
RANGE MANAGEMENT-PRINCIPLESAND PRACTICES
By Arthur W. Sampson, xiv, 570 pp., 111 figures, 38 tables. John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., New York, 1951. $7.50.
The appearance of new books in any
field is a sign of progress which in turn
means that new facts are available; facts
which require restatement of principles or
concepts. A short perusal of the book reviews in the Journal leads one to the conclusion that much progress is being made
in range management, that the subject
is too varied to be completely covered in
one book, and that synthesis of the many
viewpoints into a more substantial foundation is needed. Students beginning in
range management are especially in need
of a well-written, easily read text on
fundamentals such as Dr. Sampson has
presented in his “Range ManagementPrinciples and Practices.”
Sammy is well qualified to write a textbook in range, as he has been teaching
since 1922 and doing research since 1907.
His three textbooks published in 1923,
1924, and 1928 were the first and served
alone until 1943 when L. A. Stoddart and
A. D. Smith published “Range Management.” Students and teachers alike will
treasure “Range Management-Principles and Practices” which is written by a
man who has grown professionally with
range management through the last 45
years. The field itself is younger than the
author and has benefited greatly from his
research, teaching, and sound judgment.
The book is divided into four parts with
24 chapters. The first part describes the
range livestock industry in the United
States, gives the history of livestock development , and sets forth the major
grazing practices and problems for the
world. Also included are separate chap-

ters on the basic principles in plant ecology and plant physiology which apply to
forage production. The physical and vegetational characteristics of the grazing
lands in the U. S. are described.
Part II is a revision of Sammy’s older
book, “Native American Forage Plants.”
Few changes have been made in the list
of species included, but the descriptions
relative to the importance of the species
and use of them have been brought upto-date. Approximately
85 grasses for
the entire western range country makes a
list too short for use of this section in
local areas. Teachers will continue to rely
on bulletins and their own lecture notes
to teach the forage plant phase of range
management for their state or area. Certainly this important phase needs to be
enlarged by cooperative effort to result
Range
two
books-“Important
in
Grasses” and “Important Range Forbs
and Shrubs.”
Part III is a joy to read. The fundamentals of artificial reseeding, natural
reseeding, systems of grazing, use of fire
and chemicals in noxious plant control,
distribution and management of livestock,
and inventories for planning, are well
stated in a terse and convincing manner.
The subjects of range condition and trend,
and utilization are given in separate
chapters, in line with emphasis now placed
upon them. The chapter on economics,
physical and social aspects of ranching is
written for the student without ranch
background who is considering ranching
as a lifetime occupation.
Part IV treats protection of the land
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resources and range livestock in chapters
on timber, poisonous plants, wildlife, erosion and the administration of public
lands by various governmental agencies.
In my opinion this book is well suited
for a text in a beginning course in range
management. The principles are concisely
stated, without an overburden of facts
and examples. The student can grasp
them; his teacher can explain further
with colored slides, charts, lectures, field
trips, or by whatever teaching method he
prefers. New illustrations can replace
those “worn-out” with use without portions of the book becoming unusable to
the class. In words of analogy, Sammy
has given the underpinning on which any
teacher can supply the structure with the
trim he desires.
Each chapter is well documented with
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an average of about 35 references for each
and of which approximately 40 percent
are dated 1940 or later. A few references
are more recent than 1949 and the oldest
is 1806.
Seldom would two people write or review a book to their complete agreement.
Raunkiaer’s “life-forms” and “biological
spectrum” have little place in the book,
even though they are given in fine print.
The use of Merriam’s “life-zones” might
be put in the same category, although
they are tied very closely with the selection of species for reseeding. Some parts
of the book might logically be enlarged
and others shortened, but as a whole, few
men could have done as well in integrating the organisms and disciplines which
compose range management.--Harold
F.
Heady, School of Forestry, University of
California, Berkeley.

BY CHEMICALS

By A. W. A. Brown. vii, 817 pp., illus. John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1951.
$12.50.
The scope of this book can best be indicated by an enumeration of the very
descriptive titles of the following eleven
chapters into which it is divided: I. Insecticides of the Mid-Twentieth Century and
Their Properties ; II. The Structure of
Organic Chemicals and Their Toxicity to
Insects; III. Susceptibility of Insects to
the Entry of Poisons; IV. The Pharmacology of Poisons for Insects; V. Equipment Developed for the Application of
Insecticides: VI. The Application of Insecticides from Aircraft; VII. Toxicity
and Hazards to Man and Domestic Animals; VIII. Toxicity of Insecticides to
Plant Growth; IX. Chemical Control of
Insects Feeding on Plants; X. Chemical
Control’ of Insects Affecting Man and
Animals; XI. Insecticides and the Balance
of Animal Populations.

Dr. Brown’s evident training in biochemistry and insect physiology is reflected in his approach to the problem of
insect control by chemicals. In the approach which is used an attempt is made
to show the relationships of the molecular structure of insect poisons to their
toxicity and to relate the toxicity of these
chemicals to specific physiological aspects
such as heart action, nerve conduction,
pharmacology of insect nerves and muscle
physiology. The customary classification
of insecticides into stomach poisons, contact poisons and fumigants has been
changed to include the more basic and
specific physical and physiological effects
of the poisons on the insect. The classification which is presented includes: 1.
Physical poisons, those_ materials which
exert a physical rather than a biochemical
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effect; 2. Protoplasmic poisons, those poisons whose action is associated primarily
with the precipitation of proteins; 3. Respiratory poisons, which not only act as
fumigants but which block cellular respiration; 4. Nerve poisons, whose action on
insect nerves is associated with their solubility in the tissue lipoids; and 5. Poisons
of a more general nature such as chlordane,
toxaphene, aldrin and dieldrin which do
not induce neurotoxic symptoms until a
latent period has passed, organic thiocyanates which have an immediate depressant effect, and those chemicals which are
primarily depressants such as rotenone,
ryania and phenothiazine. Such an approach to the classification of insecticides
together with the wealth of information
which is presented on the chemical nature
of insecticides and the relationships of the
chemical’s molecular structure to its toxicity should provide the students and research workers in the field of economic
entomology with a permanent source of
basic and fundamental information to be
used in the development of even better
control methods than are now available.
The practical aspects of insect control
are presented in chapters dealing with the
best insecticides to employ against particular kinds of economic insects and other
arthropods. The most modern methods
and equipment used in the application of
insecticides are described and illustrated.
The physics of dusting and spraying are
discussed and one whole chapter is de-
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voted to the use of aircraft in insect control work.
The relationships of the use of insecticides to biological control and the possible
effects of the widespread application of
insecticides on the ecological relations of
plants and animals for which the insecticides are not intended are given careful
consideration. Factual information is presented concerning toxic effects of particular insecticides on plants, miscellaneous
invertebrates, beneficial insects, amphibians, reptiles, fishes, birds and mammals.
The hazards involved in the use of insecticides to man and his domestic animals are
described.
The topics are developed in a logical
manner and are well documented with
basic research data. The original sources
of the wealth of information from which
the author has drawn is presented in a list
of references at the end of each chapter.
The total number of references cited is
2,487 which includes not only the publications of American workers but also those
of French and German workers.
The useability of this book is enhanced
by an excellent index and at the beginning
of each chapter is an indexed list of the
topics. Such a book should prove to be
very useful to the research worker and to
students taking courses in insect toxicology, insecticide chemistry and economic entomology.--Reed
IV. Fautin,
Dept. of Zoology and Physiology, University of Wyoming, Laramie.

RECIPES

By Bonnie and Ed Peplow. 278 + ix pp. World Publishing Co., Cleveland, 195 1. $3 .OO
The Arizona Cowbelles-wives
of Arizona Cattle Growers-and
Bomrie and
Ed Peplow deserve thanks for rounding
up and publishing “Roundup Recipes.”
In persuading the old timers, both men
and women, to describe the preparation

of their favorite dishes from the old
chuck wagon days, they have recorded
an aspect of Western life that is all too
rapidly dying out. And they have done
a good job of translating “Take as much
chili as desired and a slosh of oil” or
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“Cook until done in the oven or on top
of the stove” into directions you and I
can understand.
The more than 300 recipes include
others besides those used around the
chuck wagon, in the line camp, or at the
old time ranch headquarters. Many have
gone modern and the inevitable impact of
the home freezer and the produce department of the super market on ranch life is
sometimes evident. The intent is to give a
cross section of ranch cooking not only as
it was, but as it is today.
salads,
vegetables,
soups,
entrees,
game, Mexican dishes, breads and desserts are all included in great variety. Almost any reader of the Journal will find
some which to him are novel. The Southwestern flavor is expressed in the prominence given the pinto bean and the
chapter on Mexican cookery will make
anyone who knows yearn for a meal of
chili rellenos and enchiladas “muy caliente.”
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The mysteries of the famous (excuse
please, but that’s the name) Son of a
Bitch Stew-a
surprisingly good concoction based on the marrow gut and enhanced by various other obscure and
wonderful organs salvaged from somewhere in the beef carcass are fully explained. No less than nine versions are
given in detail.
In addition to the actual recipes, the
book is liberally sprinkled with anecdotes,
background notes and advice intended
to make the dude or the Eastener better
able to appreciate and enter into the way
of life in the land of tomorrow. Chapters
are devoted to recipes for living, out-door
cooking, and the dressing, handling and
preparation of game.
The book is well arranged, completely
indexed, and as a final touch to insure
clarity, is supplied with a glossary.-C.
Kenneth Pm-se, Southwestern Forest and
Range Experiment Station, U. S. Forest
Service, Tucson, Arizona.

OF GRASSLAND

AGRICULTURE

Edited by H. D. Hughes, M. E. Heath and D. S. Metcalfe.
State College Press, Ames, Iowa, 1951. $6.75.
Forages:

l’he Science of Grassland Agri-

culture is written

by 52 contributing authors, each a specialist in the field discussed by the writer. Brought together in
60 chapters are their current opinions and
knowledge about the production
and
utilization of forage crops. The three editors also take part in writing certain
chapters in the book.
Part I, Forage and a Productive A,griculture, discusses in 78 pages an overall
use of forage crops in modern agriculture.
Land use, economic aspects, soil conservation, and soil fertility in relation to the
nutritive value of forage are considered.
Information on forage statistics is pre-

xii, 724 pp., Illus. Iowa

sented in the final chapter; included in
this section is a table listing seed producing areas in the United States and two
useful tables on number of seeds per
pound and seedin g rate in pounds per
acre.
Part II, Forage Grasses and Legumes,
devotes 338 pages to a comprehensive
discussion of the different forage crops,
including many new plants. This section
begins with a general discussion of forage
crops, taxonomy, seed production, breeding of forage crops, and legume inoculation. Included is a list of common and
scientific names of plants discussed in the
book. After this general introduction,
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there a;rF 26 chapt)ers devoted to discussions of the various grasses, legumes, and
other forage plants.
Part III, Forage Production Practices,
is a 104-page treatis on production problems, pasture seeding, and management.
Crop ecology, fertilization, and weed control are included in the discussion. Hay
and pasture seedings for the different regions in the United States are listed.
Part IV, Forage Utilization, is a 155page discussion on harvesting, storage of
forage crops, pasture management
on
various types of pastures, and forage
utilization by different classes of livestock.
The illustrations for the most part are
excellent and tie in closely with the text.
At the end of the book is a useful section
on terminology, followed by an author
index and a subject index. The literature
references are adequate, occurring as footnotes through the chapters. Each chapter
is followed by a few basic discussion questions on the subject matter under consideration.
The tables on forage statist&s scattered
through the book are useful, but their
value could be improved by an index so
they could be located more easily. A map
of the United States duplicated on the
inside of both the front and back cover
shows, by chapter number, the state in
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which each author is located. This map
adds little of value to the book, possibly a
more appropriate one would have been
one showing the areas of the different forage producing regions. The chapters on
forage utilization by different classes of
stock are brief, summarizing management
practices for beef and dairy cattle, sheep,
hogs, and poultry. A section on horse
pasture management should possibly have
been included, for many ranchers would
find this subject as useful as a discussion
on forages for poultry or hogs.
For anyone interested in pasture management this book will serve as a useful
reference. Since most of the authors are
from the eastern and midwestern areas,
the reference values of the book apply
chiefly in these portions of the United
States. Specific range problems are dealt
with in two chapters. Range pasture
seeding is discussed by D. A. Savage, and
A. L. Hafenrichter writes on hay and
pasture seeding for the Pacific Coast
States. For t,he most part, however, only
a small fraction of the book treats on the
many and complex problems of the western range, especially from the standpoint
of wild dryland forage production and
range management .--Horace S. Haskell,
California Forest and Range Experiment
Station, U. S. Forest Service, Berkeley.

ANIMAL

GEOGRAPHY

By W. C. Allee and Karl P. Schmidt, second edition, an authorized edition rewritten
and revised, based on “Tiergeographie auf Oekologischer Grundlage,” by the late
Richard Hesse. xiii, 715 pp., 142 figs. John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y.
1951. $9.50.
Although this book is based upon an
original German text of Richard Hess; of
1924 which was translated into English in
1937, this second edition incorporates 14
years’ accumulation of literature and revisions which makes the text essentially
new.

The book is divided into four major
divisions, which deal respectively with
ecological foundations, the distribution
of marine animals, of fresh water animals,
and land animals. The ecological foundation section will be of considerable interest to individuals involved in the theory
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and practice of land management. Such
problems as reciprocal environmental
relations of animals; factors affecting distribution, dispersal, and speciation; and
ecological classification of organisms are
discussed. The sections on distribution of
animals discuss subdivisions of each major
ecological class of animals by major plant
environment. For example, land animals
are treated under forest, grassland,
swamp, alpine, polar, and island communities.
The authors define zoogeography as
‘( . . . the scientific study of animal life
with reference to the distribution of animals on the earth and the mutual influence of environment and animals upon
each other.” The treatment is comprehensive and of world-wide scope. All animals from Protozoa to man are included.
Grazing problems become insignificant in
such a broad ecological discussion. For
example, the authors summarize the
effect of grazing in the ecological complex
somewhat as follows: “. . . animals are
an influential part of the plant environment, particularly when they are permanently present in sizable populations. By
grazing, animals hold grasses in a preclimax stage, and by overgrazing may
cause a retrograde replacement of the
vegetation. . . . Animals may actually destroy the plant association upon which
they subsist . . .”
The classification of biotic communities
originally proposed by Hesse is worthy of
consideration by all land managers. However, the simplicity of the system will
probably hold back its general acceptance. The essence of the system is as follows: The “biosphere” is the whole space
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occupied by living organisms; which is
divided into “biocycles,” such as land
and water; which are sub-divided into
“biochores,” such as grassland and forest;
which are split into “biotopes,,” such as
mixed prairie grasslands. Variations of
biotopes are termed “facies.”
The broad-gauge thinking and interpretation of the authors can be exemplified
by quoting from their discussion on
conservation : “An expanding modern human culture . . . tends to progressive and
unthinking exploitation of natural resources without consideration of the longterm results. . . . The more far-reaching
implications of the conservation movement in the United States concern longrange problems, the halting of waste, the
stabilization of renewable resources such
as water, soil, and vegetation, and, in
general, taking a thought as to man’s
long-range habitation
of the earth’s
surface.”
Both the authors and publishers are to
be complimented for making available an
improved version of a valuable ecological
text, formerly in German. The book is
written in a readable style and is well
illustrated. Ecological principles are derived from an exhaustive review of German, French, English, and other literature
with about 20 to 160 titles for each
chapter. The treatment is too concentrated for a teaching text, and too technical for the layman lacking a zoological
background. However, the book will be
very useful as a reference work for
technical ecologists.--Hudson
G. Reynolds, Southwestern Forest and Range
Experiment Station, U. S. Forest Service,
Tucson, Arizona.
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NEWS AND NOTES
RANGE MANAGEMENT EDUCATION ON
WHEELS IN COLORADO
Seniors majoring in both Grazing and
Range Management at Colorado A & M
College find that their campus is the
entire State of Colorado for one school
term. In the spring term they take to
wheels, and may travel 3,000 miles before
returning to the Fort Collins campus for
graduation ceremonies. The students on
both the 1950 and 1951 trips place a high
value on the field quarter as a climax to
their college training. Surprisingly, the
students kept the cost of the trip to less
than the cost of a quarter on campus.
They accomplished this by group cooking, use of sleeping bags, and sharing the
cost on use of personal cars.
The field quarter is more than a tour.
The students may spend as much as a
week at each of several localities and prepare actual grazing management and improvement plans for cattle and sheep
ranches. A great deal of the success of the
trip is due to the splendid help given
by personnel of various government agencies. Grazing plans, for example, are
prepared under the direction of Soil Conservation Service farm-planners. The students are placed under situations
as
nearly as possible like those they would
meet as employees of the Soil Conservation Service. Likewise representatives
of the U. S. Forest Service, the Bureau
of Land Management, and the Colorado
Game and Fish Department take charge
of the Seniors for various assignments.
The objectives of a field quarter are to
give the students a chance to: (1) begin
the transition from the school room to
the job; (2) correlate subject matter from
t!he various courses taken previously; (3)
put into actual use the technics of the
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range manager and range researcher; (4)
become acquainted with the range types
and ranching enterprises of the state;
and (5) become acquainted with range
research stations and the personnel in
both research and administrative
posit ions.
The field quarter applies the laboratory
principle on a large scale, utilizing the
available natural resources and the assistance of ranchers and range technicians to
round out a four year curriculum for the
students. A field quarter with the students “on wheels” has done much to
broaden the training of range management students at Colorado A & M College.-Donald
F. Hervey,
Asst. Prof.
Range Management, Colorado A PC M
College, Fort Collins.

CHAPLINE HEADS ORGANIZINGCOMMITTEE VI INTERNATIONAL
GRASSLAND CONGRESS
W. R. Chapline, Chief, Division of
Range Research, IT. S. Forest Service, has
been designated Executive Secretary of
the Organizing Committee for the Sixth
International Grassland Congress and is
setting up an office in t!he Department of
State. He expects to spend about half
his time for much of the next year on this
assignment.
The Organizing Committee is the group
which is arranging for this Congress
which will be held under joint, sponsorship of the U. S. Department of State
and United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization.
The main sessions
will be held at Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa., August 17-23,
1952. Post-Congress
tours are planned
for the Northeast, South, and West.

NEWS AND NOTES
Invitations have been issued by the
United States Government to approximately sixty-five countries to participate
in this Congress.
DOCTORSBENNETT, SALTER, AND
MOSEMAN IN NEW POSITIONS
Dr. Hugh H. Bennett has been appointed Special Assistant to the Secretary of Agriculture, in charge of conservation and resource matters. Dr. Bennett
has been Chief of the Soil Conservation
Service since its creation by Congress in
1935.
Dr. Robert M. Salter has succeeded
Dr. Bennett as Chief of the Soil Conservation Service. Dr. Salter has been Chief,
since 1942, of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering.
Dr. A. H. Moseman, formerly Assistant to the Chief, BPISAE, has succeeded
Dr. Salter as Chief.
HERVEY GRANTED EDUCATIONALLEAVE
Professor Donald F. Hervey of the
Grazing and Range Management Department of Colorado A & M College was
granted special leave for the 1951-1952
academic year. He is initiating a graduate program leading to a doctorate degree
in range management at Texas A & M
College.
James 0. Klemmedson has been appointed temporary instructor and research assistant during Hervey’s
absence. Klemmedson has served as range
conservationist with the Soil Conservation Service in Colorado since his graduation from the University of California’s
School of Forestry in 1950.
Charles Terwilliger was appointed instructor in grazing and range management September 1, 195 1. Terwilliger , a
native of Encampment, Wyoming, brings
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a wealth of practical and technical experience to the department. He was employed for four seasons on the Washakie
and Medicine Bow National Forests in
Wyoming
in various capacities, and
worked an additional summer as a range
research assistant for the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station. He spent one year as a biologist
for the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. He received the bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in range management in
1941 and 1947, respectively, from Colorado A & M College, and served as a
bomber-pilot in the Southwest Pacific
during World War II.
M. A. MACD,ONALDDOES GRADUATE
WORK
M. A. MacDonald, Animal Husbandman, Canada Range Experiment Station,
Kamloops, British Columbia, is enrolled
at Oregon State College. He plans to
spend two years there engaged in postgraduate studies.
f&
DR. HELMUT K. BUECHNER RECEIVES
AWARD
The George Mercer Award for 1951
was announced at the annual dinner of
the Ecological Society of America in Minneapolis, September 11. Dr. Helmut K.
Buechner received the award for his
paper entitled, “Life History, Ecology,
and Range Use of the Pronghorn Antelope in Trans-Pecos, Texas,” published
in the American Midland Naturalist,
Volume 43, 1950.
The George Mercer Award was established by Dr. F. W. Preston in honor of a
young man who showed great promise of
becoming an outstanding biologist, Lieutenant George Mercer, of the British
Army of World War I, killed in action
October 3, 1918. The purpose of the
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award is to commemorate the sacrifice
of a young naturalist and ecologist, and
to encourage others to publish papers
comparable with those it is reasonable to
suppose he would have published if he
had lived.
This award is made by the Ecological
Society each year to a young man who,
during the past two years, has published
a very outstanding paper in the field of
ecology.
4+
CLIFF AND CLARK PROMOTED
Edward P. Cliff, Regional Forester for
the Rocky Mountain Region, has been
named Assistant Chief, in charge of national forest administration, by Chief
Watts of the U. S. Forest*Service.
Donald E. Clark, Assistant Regional
Forester in California, has replaced Mr.
Cliff as Regional Forester at Denver.

SOCIETYOF AMERICANFORESTERS
MEETS IN BILOXI
The Society of American Foresters held
its annual meeting at Biloxi, Mississippi,
December 12-15.
The Division of Range Management,
under the leadership of Chairman Edward P. Cliff, and Program Chairman
John T. Cassady, held an interesting
panel on the theme “Livestock GrazingForest Relationships in the South.”
R. S. Campbell was designated to preside
in the absence of Cliff and Cassady.
Speakers included Paul Y. Vincent,
Richard M. Townsend, Weldon 0. Shepherd, Walter S. Hopkins, Robert E. Wil.
liams, and Walt L. Dutton.
The Chairman for next year will be
Raymond Price, Director of the Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment
Station, U. S. Forest Service, Tucson,
Arizona.

NOTES

WATTSDISCUSSESRANGE LANDS
“A Program for Range Lands” by Lyle
F. Watts, Chief, U. S. Forest Service,
was the lead article in Unasylva for AprilJune, 1951. Since the term “range lands”
is not however, readily applicable to
similar conditions in other countries, it
has been suggested that “wild lands”
might correspond in non-American parlance. Range lands occupy more than
half of the world’s entire land surface,
but in most countries little attention has
been given to their improvement and
management. Mr. Watts discusses the
importance of these lands in the world’s
economy, and the need for an active program in FAO for their wise use and protection. UnasyZva-An International Review of Forestry and Forestry Productsis published by the Information Division
of the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Natlions at the organization’s headquarters in Rome, Italy.

FOR YOUR WESTERN ART COLLECTION
The Cattleman (Fort Worth, Texas)
is reproducing in color on its cover a
series of eleyen paintings by Tom Lea
on Western beef cattle. The April, 1951
issue carried “Unloading the First Cattle
in North America, Vera Cruz, 1521.” The
October issue showed “Cattle on an Early
Mexican Hacienda.” The paintings and
accompanying descriptions are based on
exhaustive research, not only about the
animals shown, but men, costumes, ships,
buildings, etc.
Lea was commissioned by Life Magazine to do these paintings and they were
presented to the Dallas Museum of Fine
Arts in 1950 by Life.
A booklet contain’mg this series of
paintings in black and white and Tom
Lea’s description of each can be secured
for 50 cents by writing to the Dallas
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Museum of Fine Arts, Dallas, Texas, and
mentioning The Cattleman.
4+
THE

WESTERN

RANGE

Under a spreading sagebrush tree
A single bunchgrass stands.
This grass a mighty plant is she
The binder of our sands,
But seedlings of this refugee
Are weak as rubber bands.
The lambies going out to graze
Look here and there for feed;
They love to eat the seedlings rareBoth stem and leaf and seed;
To save their lives they needs must graze
Each shrub, and grass, and weed.
Week in, week out, from dawn to dusk
They vainly hunt new shoots
Their herder trudging after them
With worn and dusty boots.
No tops are left, and if they could
They’d even eat the roots.
The sheepman’s not to blame you how,
He does the best he can,
(His kids need shoes; his wife needs more
Than a healthy coat of tan)
To pay his tax, his interest too.
And he owes ‘most every man.
But soils devoid of grass and weeds
Are very apt to blow,
And sudden rains are sure to cause.
A heavy run-off flow,
To wash away the soil and flood
The farmers’ fields below.

And ~0 we try as best we can,

To regulate the rangeTo leave some grass to go to seed
To some may seem quite strange,
But when the seedlings grow up tall
They’re grateful for the change.
For then the soil is held in place,
The grass stems hold the snow,
And heavy rains sink in the soil
And cause the springs to flow,
And sheep and sheepman are amazed
How fast the grass does grow!
-Vernon
T. Heidenreich
(with help from Mr. Longfellow).
Soil Conservation
Service,
Boise, Idaho
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The following are the dates copy must
be in Baltimore, Md. for the next several
issues :
copy in Baltimore
issue
July
September
November
January

May 1
July 3
Sept. 4
Nov. 3

In order to try to get the Journal out
on time, copy will be sent to the publisher
from New Orleans three to four weeks
ahead of the deadline. Section secretaries
and publicity representatives please take
notice.-R.
S. C.
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ARIZONA
Management1 of irrigated pastures and
cattle feeding was the theme for the December 14-15 meeting of this Section held
in Phoenix. This departure from the usual
emphasis on strictly range problems reflects the growing trend toward a dual
type operation for many Arizona ‘cattlemen who are doing a bit of irrigating
wherever possible.
The Section’s program committee had
lined up speakers who know the problems
of pasture management from the ground
up. Kenneth McMicken, general manager
. of Goodyear Farms, Litchfield Park, discussed that outfit’s startling new chopped
forage program. In the afternoon he lead
the group on a field trip around the farm
for an on-the-ground view of the methods
used.
E. B. Stanley, head of the animal husbandry department at the U. of A., reviewed experimental work done by the
University on pasture problems; and 0.
F. Pahnish, assistant animal husbandman, discussed introduction df new feeds
in Arizona fattening operations.
Yavapai Soil Conservationist Danny
Freeman talked about the many interesting pastures established in that County,
giving seed mixtures that have produced
best results, and irrigation procedures.
The import,ance of cattle breeding and
the difference between breeds were the
general subjects discussed by E. S. ‘Jack
Humphrey, breeding foreman at Bard
Ranch, and George B. McLeRoy of the
staff at ASC at Tempe.
Louis Hamilton, head of the SCS nursery at Tucson, presented information on
permanent pasture grass varieties, a subject on which he is recognized as an authority.
The field trip on the last day of the
meeting included a visit to the Tovrea
feed yards and Milky Way Hereford
Farm.
The committee appointed to study the
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possibility of establishing an experimental ranch for the University of Arizona
reported at this meeting. Various methods of acquiring rangeland had been investigated, including purchase, cooperative agreement, and exchange of public
lands. The purchase method was about
ruled out in light of high costs. Cooperative agreements frequently result in
interrupted and incomplete experimental
results because of herd or range management changes made before tests were
complete, and in the case of agreements
with a governmental agency red tape involved at the Washington level left much
to be desired. The possibility left was the
exchange of federally owned lands for
state lands that are unsuited to the requirements of an experimental range.
While there are many obstacles to be
overcome, the committee recommended
that an exchange of lands be made between the U. S. Forest Service and the
State Land Department, with the understanding that when and if an area is
selected the operators of such lands will
be consulted and their interests protected
until and if they choose to sell their interest,s to the University.
In advance press notices Chairman
Frank Armer in urging everyone interested
in cattle production problems to attend
said “We think the Society is the ideal
meeting ground for producing livestock
men and the researchers who are working
for them. Through our meetings, commercial producers are getting advance informat& on new practices that influence
profit in the business. Sixty percent of our
membership is made up of stockmen,
with the experts constituting the remainder.”

NORTHERNGREAT PLAINS
Many facets of the complex referred to
as “range” were discussed during the
meeting at Havre, Montana, November
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6 and 7. Cattalo breeding, reseeding,
trucking versus trailing of livestock, antelope management, and halogeton were
some of the topics discussed. Chairman
Dan Fulton welcomed ranchers, range
technicians and administrators. Floyd
Larson, BLM, Billings, who arranged the
varied and interesting program introduced the speakers.
Results of cattalo breeding, crosses of
domestic livestock with buffalo, were
presented by H. F. Peters, Officer-inCharge of the Manyberries Experiment
Station, Alberta, Canada. Mr. Peters
said that animals with as little as .25
buffalo blood still retained winter hardy
characteristics, but the quality of meat
remained somewhat inferior to that of
domestic breeds. Color slides of these
unusual animals were shown by Joe
Urick, Acting Superintendent of the
North Montana Branch Experiment Station.
A lively discussion followed the presentation of “New and Old Grasses in Montana” by Dr. R. E. Stitt, BPI, Bozeman,
Montana. Facts about crested wheatgrass, Russian wildrye, western wheatgrass, intermediate wheatgrass, and other
grasses were presented by Dr. Stitt. Tall
wheatgrass, a high producing grass for
wet saline soils, aroused the most interest.
Dr. Stitt had a display and additional
samples of grasses used in reseeding for
pasture or hay.
A remarkable piece of rancher experimentation was presented by Gene Etchart
of Glasgow, Montana. Gene installed a
set of scales to test shrinkage rate of
his livestock when trailed versus when
trucked, over 50 miles of badlands. Trailing cost 50 cents per head and trucking
2 dollars per head. The shrinkage was 4.4
percent greater on trailed than trucked
animals or there was a net saving of 10
dollars per animal for the two-year old
steers that were trucked.

SECTIONS

Antelope management in Montana was
the topic presented by Faye Couey of the
Montana State Fish and Game Department. It was pointed out that Montana,
with an antelope population of about
49,000, ranks second only to Wyoming.
Some 9,200 antelope hunting permits
were issued in this state in 1950, yet this
take was not considered a sufficient
harvest.
A banquet held at the Havre Elks
Country Club climaxed the first day’s
meeting. Mr. Raymond Youngman, Superintendent of Community Pastures,
Regina, Canada, did a fine job of entertaining while informing.
The many functions and physical features of Fort Peck Dam were described
by Mr. J. C. Lightfoot of the Corps of
Engineers. Grazing permits, agricultural
leases, recreational values as well as flood
control, navigation, hydroelectric power,
irrigation, supplemental water supply and
silt control were discussed.
The halogeton problem of the Northern
Great Plains was ably outlined by Norman French, BLM, Billings, Montana.
Norman stated that this poisonous weed
is found in varying degrees of infestation
on about l,OOO,OOO
acres of Wyoming and
Montana. In Montana, it occurs only in
Carbon County where slightly more than
100,000 acres have spots of halogeton
scattered through it. The two methods of
control now employed are the use of
chemical sprays such as 2,4-D and the
seeding of perennial grasses such as
crested wheatgrass to form competition
rings around infested areas.
Some new ideas on conservation coordination were presented by E. H.
“Sandy” Sandberg, SCS, Bozeman, Montana. An attempt is being made in several
western states to coordinate the activities
of governmental agencies and the private
operators within soil conservation districts.

WITH THE SECTIONS
Results of elections of officers were presented by Dave Rivines, Soil Conservation Service, Miles City. Elected Chairman was Bruce Orcutt, a rancher of Miles
City, Montana. The new vice-chairman
is E. J. “Joe” Woolfolk, Forest Service,
Missoula, Montana, and Secretary-Treasurer is Farrel Branson, Montana State
College, Bozeman, Montana.
A tour of the North Montana Branch
Experiment
Station was conducted by
Joe Urick. Trial plantings of crested
wheatgrass and intermediate wheatgrass
were observed. Native sod that had not
been grazed for 36 years, and an area of
native sod currently receiving heavy use,
and a pasture that had been heavily
grazed then protected for 15 years were
observed and marked changes in species
of grass present and vigor of plants were
pointed out. *The most impressive change
was a marked decrease in needle-andthread grass and a corresponding increase
in blue grama with increased grazing.
Concluding remarks were made by
Bruce Orcutt following the presentation
of the last paper. He suggested that during the coming year the section should
encourage more presentations by ranchers
of their accomplishments and problems.
Bruce appointed Mrs. Miles, wife of Arthur D. Miles of Livingston, Montana,
as chairman of an organization to secure
more active participation in meetings by
wives of members of the section. It was
generally agreed that the meeting was
one of the! most informative and enjoyable held thus far by the section and tentative plans were formulated for future
meetings.-F.
A. Branson.

SOUTHERN
The proposed Constitution and Bylaws
of the new Southern Section were approved by the Board of Directors, ASRM,
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on October 29, 1951. The territory of the
Section includes North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Tennessee,
Kentucky, and Missouri. Virginia was excluded because it is nearer the territory
of a proposed Washington, D. C. Section.
However, the Southern Section will attempt to keep all southern range men in
closer touch with each other than has
been possible in the past.
The Section has an initial membership
of 20, and has many prospects for new
members to the Society. Because of the
scattered membership, much of the business and interchange of ideas will be
through correspondence.
However, at
least one general business meeting is
planned each year, in connection with
any one of several southwide conferences
such as the Association of Southern Agricultural Workers.
Organizing Chairman John T. Cassady
of Louisiana designated a committee of
0. E. Sell, Georgia; Walt Hopkins, Florida; and R. S. Campbell, Louisiana; to
nominate candidates and provide for election of officers for 1952, and otherwise
start the wheels rolling.
Southern Section Officers for 1952 are
John T. Cassady, Chairman; W. G. Kirk,
Florida, Vice-Chairman;
and Robert E.
Williams, Louisiana, Secretary.
Members of the Range Society took an
active part in the Society of American
Foresters’ Annual Meeting at Biloxi, Mississippi, December 12-15, 1951. The Division of Range Management
held an
excellent panel on southern forest grazing. Program Chairman was John T.
Cassady. R. S. Campbell presided in the
absence of Division Chairman Ed Cliff.
Range Society members on the panel included Robert E. Williams, Louisiana;
Walt Hopkins, Florida; Weldon Shepherd, North Carolina; and Walt Dutton,
Washington, D. C.--R. S. Campbell.

.
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*4t the Billings, Montana meeting of
the Wyoming Section, one order of business was the appoint,ment of L. R. Brooks
as chairman of a committee to sponsor a
meeting of this Section in the western
part of Wyoming. This meeting was held
on October 26 and 27, 1951 in Lander.
The first day started with a noon lunch
and cont,inued in the offices of the U. S.
Forest Service with the following program: Motion picture, “Wyoming Range
Management,” and talks by representatives of various agencies and ranchers on
agency and rancher activities in the field
of range management. These included
Don Davis, Soil Conservation Service;
E. W. Barrett, Indian Service; L. It.

MESSAGE
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Brooks, Bureau of Land Management;
H. A. Payson, Forest Service; C. Barton
Bergstedt, Rancher; John S turm, Montana Experiment Stations; Bill Duncan.
Wyoming Extension Service.
In the evening W. Vaughn of the Bureau of Land Management showed a series of slides on spreader ditches being
built in connection with the Missouri
Valley Flood Control Program, and C. S.
Spencer of the Indian Service showed a
series of slides on the use of tetrahedrons
to control stream flow.
The Saturday field trip included inspection of dryland range reseeding, airplane
spraying of sagebrush lands, and water
spreading dikes and ditches.--A.
A.
Bectlc.

TO THE

SECTIONS

REGARDING ADVERTISING
The Board of Directors
at Boise, on January 29, 1952, decided to terminate the 40 pet-rent
commission previously offered to Sections for securing local advertising in the Journal.
However, Sections are still urged to cooperate with A. L. White, Berkeley, California, Chairman of the Advertising Committee, in securing advertising, and letting advertisers knob%that purchases are being influenced by advertising in the Journal.

